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I 
SOME VICTORY FOR HUMANITY 
A BIGGIJU'HY OF HORACE SUNN 
by 
Ruth A. Avery 
e ashamed to die until you have won 
some victory for humanity.11 
il 
PREFACE 
This book has been prepared to fill a need for an account 
of the life of ' orace Marin which would be suitable for the use 
of the Junior high school grades. 
It is the purpose of this volume to present as clearly as 
possible the outetonrJLng events in the life of an American edu¬ 
cator and hie contributions to the field of education. It ms 
felt that such knowledge would be of interest and of value to 
the school child. 
The illustrations have been taken from the sketches of 
Hiss Elizabeth H. Daleom of Massachusetts School of Art which 
appealed in the Horace Mann Centennial, published in 1937 by 
the Massachusetts Department of Education. 
t. 
The author wishes to express her thanks to Professor W. 
V. Voiles and to Dr. Vernon P. Helming of Massachusetts State 
College for their valuanle assistance in preparing the manu¬ 
script. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The ancestry of Horace Mann can he traced back to the 
early days of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, where William 
Kona settled in the seventeenth century. He and his 
descendants were among the plain people of the Commonwealth 
respected by friends and neighbors, working for the good of 
all* They were well educated people, alert to the problems 
of the early years of our country. 
Samuel Hana, the son of William, graduated from Harvard 
in 1665. He preached and taught in Dedham and Wrenthara, 
Massachusetts. 
In 1719 Thomas, the sixth child of William Mann, cleared 
land so that he night build a house and rear his seven chil¬ 
dren, of whom the fourth was called Nathan. Here slxty- 
seven years later, in 1/&6, on Mann * s Plain, half a mile 
from the present Franklin village (then called Exeter}, 
Nathan#s son, Thomas Mann2 (sixth in descent from William 
Mann?), began his married life 'with Rebecca Stanley of 
*
 
H
*
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Attleboro, Massachusetts. Both of the young people had 
taught school and were outstanding in their communities. 
The new home established in the old homestead soon be¬ 
came a social center of the village. The Manns and their 
friends read and discussed books. Thomas Mann was active 
in town meetings and devoted to the public welfare. The 
family attended church regularly, and the sermons of Dr. 
Timmons were an Important factor in their intellectual and 
4 
moral development. 
Twenty years after the Declaration of Independence, when 
the 3^oung republic was struggling for its life and George 
Washington was president,5 Horace Mann was born. May 4, 1796* 
The spirit of reform, which was to be his spirit also, was 
everywhere. Mew ideas of correct conduct and of human free¬ 
dom were taking root. The temperance crusade and the agita- 
tion for the abolition of slavery were beginning. Horace 
Iann*s tine was also the C-ol&en Age of American literature - 
\ 
the time of Longfellow, Whittier, Irving, Bryant, Hawthorne, 
Poe, and Louisa May Alcott.7 
Horace Mann was the fourth child and the third son of 
his parents. The whole family, loved and respected by every¬ 
one, was keen, able, and intelligent. Even though facilities 
for learning were few and money was scarce, the home atraoa- 
fit 
phere was one which encouraged learning.0 Horace later wrote, 
HIf my parents had not the means to give me knowledge, they 
intensified the love of it. They always spoke of learning 
and learned men with enthusiasm and a kind of reverence.5’ 
View of Horace Kami's Birthplace, harm’s Plain, 
Franklin, Massachusetts. 
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THE YOUNG FARMER 
The town of Exeter (later Franklin) was made up of far¬ 
mers. It was a small town In the days of small towns and no 
cities, and it was a place of Importance. In 1S00 it had a 
population of 1255; in 1320 it had j 9* to 1630. Every 
event, no matter hew trivial, was discussed thoroughly and in 
deadly earnest. The people were energetic and intense, and 
every gathering place wan an educational center.~ 
The church was the leading institution. Beginning in 
1773, Nathaniel Emmons ruled the franklin congregation 
for more than fifty years. He was always a student, and many 
young men served under him their apprenticeship for the minis¬ 
try. He was an able thinker and a natural leader, a strong 
philosopher and a powerful speaker. So effective a teacher 
was he that Horace, at ten years of age, knew all the details 
of the theological arguments of the tIme.^ And it was n tiiae 
t 
when all men thought and talked much about God and their re¬ 
lation to Him. 
This energetic leader could allow no one to dwell in 
quiet. He saw angels encamping on the plains of Franklin. 
s 
He considered life a constant preparation for the Day of 
Judgment. Svery act was Important; nothing could he over¬ 
looked; all life was a spiritual battle. 3o he taught his 
people.5 
Dr. ffimnona taught that the chief duty of man was to aid 
in making the will of God prevail. Human nature was corrupt; 
even infants, unless they had been baptized, were unacceptable 
- 5 - 
to God, and were thus subject to damnation when they died. 
Only certain older people, Indeed, could bo saved by God from, 
everlasting torment - those, that Is, who felt the presence 
of God In their souls, and wed It in their lives. Thus, 
God was a. Go cl of : ower, a stern king or ruler. Salvation was 
for the elect of God, for the chosen few who were predestined 
to be saved. Other people developed their originally evil 
natures throt*gh the agency of Satan, and irere felt to deserve 
their horrible fate. Tills teas the Calvinist doctrine. 
Horace, realistic and imaginative by nature, was strongly 
impressed by the teaching of Dr. Emmons. Me was made very un- 
happy by the picture of the merciless God of the Puritans, 
often, when he went to bed at night, he suffered mental tor¬ 
ture. The objects of the day and the faces of friends became 
visions of toe awful Throne, the relentless Judge, and the 
damned souls, among whom he could see many whom he loved best. 
L 
Gripped by such visions, he wept and sobbed until he fell 
asleep from exhaustion.^ 
Stephen Mann, a high-spirited, noble youth of eighteen 
years, war his younger brother1s ideJ* Ms model, his Inspira¬ 
tion. One summer afternoon, Stephen went swimming in a, lake 
and drowned.5 At the funeral the conscientious 3>r. Emmons 
preached a sermon warning the young against the danger of 
dying unconverted, saying that even then Stephen might be In 
everlasting torment.0 Mrs. Mann groaned - and Horace rebelled. 
Broken-hearted, the twelve-year-old boy left the church, 
with his faith shattered. Whether Stephen had felt the Grace 
- 6 - 
of Cod In his soul or not, he did not deserve damnation* 
Horace's doubt of the goodness of God was the beginning of 
years of doubt and struggle.^ From that day he began to con¬ 
struct a different theory of Christian theology, one which he 
& 
retained to the cloee of hie life. He continued to believe 
in an all-powerful Creator; but his was a God of goodness who 
would grant an immortality of happiness to all whose lives on 
earth had been strong and good.9 
In 177$ the town of Exeter had been renamed in honor of 
Benjamin Fra.nl Xin, who offeree the people a bell for the meet¬ 
ing house. He afterwards changed the gift to a library of 
: - '~*-v f- • 
books to the value of twenty-five pounds. The books arrived 
in 17^6. As a result of this gift, an independent library 
association was established. Each member paid one dollar a 
year for the use of the books and for participation in manag¬ 
ing the libs*ary. as K&nn was a member; but before hie 
II 
son could read, the library was bo firmly established that it 
die not have to Unit its services to members. Its privi¬ 
leges were open to every citlsen of Franklin. 
Among the material of the library were many sermons, works 
of theology, and bool u ancient history. There were also the 
books of lope. Add!son, and other standard writers; there was 
even some good fiction.10 But the whole collection was still 
only a few scores of volumes. Heedless to say, Horace, child 
of an intellectual family, read them all. 
At tills time we may imagine Horace as a tall, slender 
youth with shoulders slightly stooped from rapid growth and 
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diligent application to books % Hie face was cold and stem 
when hi3 eyes fell noon a stronger*, but when he met a friend, 
a wonderful smile appeared.11 In conversation he possessed a 
fund of humor and sparkling /it which nothing could quench.15 
He had an intense love of beauty. Many were the times that 
he stopped to gaze at a glorious sunset or to lie down upon 
1^ the earth to look at the stars. 
MKow often when a boy 
did I stop to r;ase at the glorious sunset.. •* 
'/hen Horace was thirteen, homas Mann, his father, died 
of consumption. The little family was left to poverty and 
hardship. In addition to doing farm chores, Horace now 
helped his mother braid straw for hat factoi'les nearby. With 
the money gained in this way he bought his school books. 
Thus tne habit of self-dependence early became second nature 
- 8 - 
with the lad.*^ The varied farm activities made it neces¬ 
sary to use every moment and all the energy one possessed. 
The work should have brought to the children skill and 
strength, but the poverty of the family imposed upon all of 
16 
them too great a burden of labor. It told on Horace1 s 
health In later life. For, being tall and slender, Horace 
Mann was not strong enough to do farm work without great 
17 fatigue and considerable discouragement. In the summer the 
wor) were long. He could not remember the time when 
he had not been required to work, and even his play hours were 
. 
earned by extra exertion, by finishing early to gain a little 
lo leisure for games."’' He nevex* told his mother of Ms physi¬ 
cal sufferings until .she had already discovered some hint of 
IQ 
them for herself. x 
In spite of the busy life, Rebecca Mann remained patient 
and sweet. She worked steadily and silently, training her 
children in the fear of Ck>4 and teaching them truth and duty?0 
Although mother and son were devotedly attached to each other, 
there was little outspoken affection. Yet the boy1 a younger 
sister Lydia maintained that the source of every good work of 
her brother - his devotion to education, his pleading for the 
slave, his temperance principle, his pleading and practice, 
and his sympathy with the wretched and miserable - could be 
21 
traced back to this home. 
In the winter Horace and his brothers and sisters went 
to the district school, which was taught by a travelling 
teacher. School lasted for only a few weeks, but it kept them 
in touch with the life of the community and kept alive the 
« 
% 22 
love of knowledge. Books for children were few and their 
contents unsatisfactory, but in spite oi ail obstructions, 
the thirst for knowledge persisted. Until the age of fifteen, 
the total of Horace hann'e schooling was not more than, eight 
or ten reeks in a scar. As he later said himself, his teach¬ 
ers were good people, but poor teachers.?3 yet he could also 
say, MI iu> boyish castles in the air had reference to doing 
something fox the benefit of mankind. The early precepts of 
benevolence, inculcated upon me by my parents, flowed out in 
this direction; and I had a conviction that knowledge was my 
needed instrument.11 ^ 
Occasionally a Mfted teacher would come to Franklin. 
Man Horace was nineteen, Samuel (John) Barrett, an itinerant 
schoolmaster, came to the district. He was eccentric in be- 
hifiar* He would conduct lessons for six months- on a very 
frugal diet, then go about the rest of the year in a drunken 
frenzy. 
This eccentric genius taught both the grammar and the 
literature of Greek an atin without reference to a textbook. 
He could quote pages from the classics and was supremely in¬ 
sulted if any student offered him a book, even to make the 
next assignment, he is also thought to have written an Eng¬ 
lish grammar. But his knowledge was not well balanced; for 
example, in spite of his great knowledge of literature and 
illo sophy, Ba.. was Ignorant of mathematics, fet his 
ability was an inspiration to many of his pupils. 
This Samuel Barrett helped moat to prepare Horace for 
Brown University. After six months of intensive special study 
for the purpose, the young student entered the sophomore class 
* 
at Brown in September, Ihlb. 
- XI - 
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With the short journey to Providence and Brown Univer¬ 
sity a new world opened for Horace Mann. He threw himself 
Into the new work as though he were to acquire hia college 
education in a single year, i’his close application to hie 
1 books came very near ending in disaster. For years Horace 
had worked hard, not sparing himself. Mow the tremendous 
effort of preparing for college plus the relentless concen¬ 
tration after his admission overtaxed his endurance. At the 
close of his sophomore year, Horace was very sick. Fortunately, 
he recovered sufficiently to begin his work at the opening of 
the new term.*' But he had not permanently escaped overwork 
and the ill effects of it. nearly all the Hew England col¬ 
leges were then organised on the plan of a long fall and 
winter vacation, m that; students might earn money for the ex¬ 
penses of the next year. Since Horace Mann was always very 
„ L 
poor, ne taught school during these periods. Through the long 
hours end the h* work of these years, the young man gained 
money for his education and high scholastic standing, but 
again he overtaxed his strength. Indee**, ne xnjur ad his 
health to the extent of considering himself a lifelong invalid? 
Although Horace’s student days were*difficult in many 
ways, he enjoyed many pood times, too. Ira Barton, afterwards 
Judre Barton of Worcester, shared Horace’s room, which was the 
gathering place of many other students* sometimes there was 
so much mirth and cheer that Barton could have wished his 
roommate were less popular. 
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In Room 30, University Hall, there were also many 
earnest discussions* Here met many men who latex’ became 
leaders in state and nation. Here eat Horace, in a black 
rooking —chair with a padded head rest, his face beaming and 
kindly* How and then a roguish smile would appear about hie 
lips as he made some particularly apt remark/ 
In his collie days, too, he was a helper and leader 
among his fellow students in still more remarkable ways. 
Often lie was found in the rooms of those who were suffering 
or discouraged. I is joyous spixdt, hie scholarship, and Ms 
sensible, courageous outlook on life, even at this early time, 
gave him an unusual influence on those around him. He led 
them also in more public matters. Once the students wanted 
to celebrate the Fourth of July in the ChapeX, but this pat¬ 
riotic use cf the sacred building was forbidden by the college 
authorities, H&ny of students were in favor of resisting 
the decision. Horace was to be the ox*&t01*. After the stu- 
der.ts had assembled, marched to the chapel, and forced tne 
door, he went in and delivered his speech. He was fined for 
the performance, but lost standing with no one — either facul¬ 
ty or students.5 Horace Mann was also chosen as valedictorian 
» 
to deliver the graduation address of the crass of 1/19* He 
sroke on the progressive character of the human race, under 
ti e title of nfhe Gradual Advancement of the Human Species in 
Dignity and Happiness/1 In it he expressed his belief In hu¬ 
man progress and the indefinite possibilities for development 
in the faculties of man; this belief was to be the watchword 
- 13 - 
of his whole life and the motive of all his actions. 6 
It was now time for him to decide upon a life work. Be¬ 
fore the Revolution the ministry had been the dominant profes¬ 
sion, and leaders naturally chose that field. With the forma¬ 
tion of the new government, however, the lawyer grew in Impor¬ 
tance, for lawyers were needed both to draw up bills In the 
legislatures and to apply them in the courts. In addition to 
these considerations, Horace Mann was limited by .uls attitude 
toward the stern belief of the Puritans, who still controlled 
the churches. The spirit of leadership was nevertheless strong 
within him. Consequently he chose law, as the profession which 
was most steadily increasing in Influence in public affairs. 
Shortly before his college days had ended* Horace „ ann 
had entered his name as a student with J. J* Mi sice of «rentham 
to fit himself for the law. But he had only begun hie studies 
L 
when he was Invited by Dr. Messer, president of Brown Univer¬ 
sity, to return as a tutor. At first he refused the invita¬ 
tion. A second note and the urging of friends finally l*d 
him, however, to accept the position. This was an opportunity 
s' 
to pay his college debts.7 
For the next two years he served successfully as tutor in 
Latin and Greek. He won an excellent reputation as a teacher. 
He demanded thorough work and correct recitations on the part 
of his students. Ho matter how much effort was needed to master 
a lesson. 
ferred to ne f rr t glecting even the -- - 
student asked the steward of the college what he was going to 
- 14 
do with some medicinal preparation he had* fMr. So and So,* 
said the steward, Urns a violent attack of fever, and 1 am 
going to give him a sweat.1 •If you want to give him a sweat,* 
said the inquirer, ‘send him into our recitation room without 
his lesson.1 
V/ 
-IS¬ 
LAM AND MARRIAGE 
In 1&22 the Law School at Litchfield, Connecticut, was at 
Its zenith under Judge Gould* Here it was that Horace Mann 
finally and successfully enrolled for his law training. His 
course here was fully as satisfactory as his college course 
had been at Brown.^ 
A Mr. Scott, who reached the school in the summer of 1&22, 
said of his fellow student, *Mr. Mann*s massive brow and high 
arching head did not then tell me what a great Intellect was 
\ 
indicated, but his mild bright eyes and the pleasant expression 
on his eloquent mouth told of geniality and mirthfulness. It 
was therefore easy to believe what was told me by the students, 
that he was the best fellow and the best wit in the office; 
but not before I formed his acquaintance was it credible to me 
(what I was also told) that he was the best whist-player and 
the best scholar and the best lawyer of the school. 
After a year of study at Litchfield, Horace Mann entered 
the office of James Richardson of Dedham to complete his train¬ 
ing by contact with actual legal problems. In December of lo2J 
he was admitted to the bar and established himself in his own 
office In Dedham. 3 Prom that time on he worked eighteen hours 
a day ^ The small town was, oddly enough, unfriendly to lawyer’s, 
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'out the new lawyer studied while he x*aited for clients. 
Gradually his reputation (especially for honesty) grew; at 
length his appearance in a case was a guarantee that the 
cause was just.^ Horace Mann \*as a redoubtable orator. He 
: • 
had a terrible power of sledge-hammer retorts, which he hurled 
at his opponents. * He maintained his rule never to defend a 
case which he did not believe to be right, and he won at least 
four out of five of all the contested cases in which he en¬ 
gaged. 
We may well ask what the source of this power was. Horace 
Mann used to say that In a conscious conviction of right there 
is magnetism. He wanted only the opportunity to present any 
case to a jury in order to make them believe as he did. He had 
■ • * 
a gift for condensing the points of his argument and for fas¬ 
tening vivid pictures In the minds of hie audience in such a 
i 
way that the jury could not help remembering when they got to 
1 ■ t 
the jury-roon. *He argued his cases as though he were in the 
jury—room itself, taking part In the deliberations that were 
to be held there. From the confidence in his honesty, and 
those pictures with which he filled the air of the jury-room, 
came his uncommon success.*7 
These are high compliments for any young lawyer, and we 
wonder that Horace Mann did not become a second Daniel hebster. 
But it was during these very years that Horace Mann became con¬ 
vinced that neither law nor government was the most important 
way of improving the nation, but education* ic will b© in¬ 
teresting to see what led him to this conclusion — one very 
- 17 - 
important both to Horace Mann himself and to his country* 
Watching the people who were brought into the courts, he 
came to realise that crime was a civic disease which could 
be cured through the right kind of educational treatment* 
That is, he saw the possibility of removing; through education 
some of the handicaps of character that lead men into wrong¬ 
doing, and of guiding the potential criminal into a respect¬ 
able way of life. He had deep faith in the power of the human 
race to improve itself throuf^i education. Thus into his work 
as a lawyer he carried the ideal of educating the citizen to 
his responsibilities, and education became more important to 
him than the iaw.^ 
Meanwhile, he had become a leader among his neighbors*. 
Like other members of his family, he worked for the interests 
< 
of the town and for the cause of good government. For example, 
soon after Horace Mann came to Dedham, a temperance society 
wa,3 formed and he was elected Its president. In lfc>23 He was 
chosen as the orator of the day for July Fourth. ? More signi¬ 
ficant still, the reputation of Horace Mann grew with the 
i 
* 
years, until he was the most highly esteemed lawyer in the 
region. In 1S27 he was elected by the Whig party to a seat in 
j 
t»Ii6 Lower House of t»no Gcneml Court#, t#he runsseenus©t»t»& legxs— 
lature, where he served until 1S37.10 He was never a partisan 
(that is, he did not always vote as his party - the Whigs - 
wanted him to), and therefore he was not what one would call 
popular. Rather, he advocated the right measures, whoever pro¬ 
posed them, and was always prudent and cautious, his whole 
- 18 - 
public career was devoted to the interests of public charities, 
of education, of civil, political, and religious liberty, of 
11 temperance and public morals. 
Busy as he was, he did not forget old friendships and ex¬ 
periences. For years Horace Mann had carried in his heart the 
image of Dr. Messer* s daughter Charlotte. He had first known 
her as a girl of ten. She was a lovely person, and her in¬ 
fluence on the life and career of Horace Mann was immeasurable. 
In I030 his college debts were paid, he was an established 
citizen in Dedham,^ he owned a cotton mill In Wrentha®, and 
he was making a coimf or table living as a lawyer, m I03O, there¬ 
fore, he was able to marry Charlotte Messer. 
With his marriage Horace Mann began to find hie 1116, rich 
in happiness and achievement, stretching wonderfully before 
hin.^3 All of Ms hard work was lightened by his young wife*a 
*. 
syinp^thy and understanding. His plans lor aiding society xb 
celved her cooperation and approvalbecause bag sympathized 
with his noble purposes, 3he could comfort nim when ne was 
discouraged, and knew when and how to compliment him on his 
successes. A friend who knew the young people at Dedham said 
that Mann was brilliant in conversation by reason of Ms 
sparkling repartee, gushing wit, and a merry laugh; that he 
was given to droll sayings, but free from nonsense. Because 
he treated even trifling subjects in a manner peculiar to him¬ 
self, he was original, refreshing, and exciting. So great was 
his power to draw out other minds that even the timid would 
rise from conversation with him wondering at the talent, thought, 
and feeling that he had opened up in them. 2-5 Eut Charlotte 
- 19 - 
Messer, by her genius, grace, and rare social tact, did her 
share, too, to make the home of Horace Mann second to none 
In social power. More Important still, she gave Horace Mann 
himself a happiness which he load never known ‘before. 5* 
nothing he did was complete until she shared it. He wrote, 
, V/ . , • ' * •. • : • , K, 
•j4y life went out of Itself.... I did not think but tnat the 
happiness, which was boundless In present enjoyment, would be 
perpetual In duration. Do not blame my .ungrateful heart for 
not looking beyond the boon with which heaven had blessed me; 
for you know not the potency of that enchantment.... One after 
■ . ■ , . " ^ \ . ' t '* * * • 
another, the feelings which before had been fastened upon 
other objects loosened their grasp, and went to dwell in the 
sanctuary of her holy and beautiful nature. Ambition forget 
the applause of the world for the more precious congratulation 
of that approving voice. Joy ceased its quests abroad; for at 
home there was an exhaustless fountain to slake its renewing 
•r - . ? 
thirst. There imagination built her palaces and garnered her 
choicest treasures. She, too, supplied me with new strength 
for toll, and new motives for excellence.... I never knew her 
to express a selfish or an envious thought.... xet, In the 
passionate love she inspired, there was nothing of oollvlon 
of the rest of mankind. Her teaching did not make one love 
others less, but differently and more aboundlngly. Her sym¬ 
pathy with others' pain seemed to be quicker and stronger than 
the sensation of her own; and, with a sensibility that would 
sigh at a crushed flower, there was a spirit of endurance that 
17 
would uphold a martyr.n 
- 20 
But the happiness was not ♦’perpetual in duration.” The 
young wife was extremely delicate in health and required the 
greatest care. Within a little less than two years of their 
marriage, Charlotte died In childbirth. Throughout the dark 
July night, her husband watched by her bedside alone, for no 
one was within call. The terrors of that night were so great 
< 1 « » , 
that he was found nearly unconscious in the morning. On every 
anniversary of her death he was revisited by the same terrors, 
which were never wholly dispelled. His hair became white, 
and he remained emotionally unstable, extremely sensitive, and 
subject to periods of deep gloom.^ 
The world was empty. In the first years of sorrow all the 
gloom of his childhood returned with terrible power.20 His 
- friends feared for his reason. 
Gradually, however, it ■sms possible to divert him, if only 
temporarily. He moved his law practice to Boston, where he 
entered into a partnership with Edward 0. boring;, a former 
class mate at Litchfield. Through his friends Horace Mann was 
introduced to the leading intellectual people of Boston. Al¬ 
though he still remained devoted to the one who had gone, he 
slowly regained his Interest in life and, at length, in public 
21 affairs. 
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A MEMBER OF THE STATE 
LEGISLATURE 
From his first appearance in the Legislature, Horace Mann 
was outstanding. His first speech was in behalf of religious 
liberty. A scheme had been projected for the creation of 
estates the income from which could be used to support churches, 
and for limiting the income of the property forever to the 
• - . ... , \ V. , ' ■ t, 
churches of a particular creed. To Horace Mann this scheme 
seemed an attempt to transfer one of the worst institutions 
of the dark ages into the nineteenth century; yet there was at 
first no sign of opposition. But Horace Mann, one of the 
youngest members of the House, and in his first term, aid noo 
t 
hesitate to show that it was bigotry thus to arrest civil and 
religious progress. As a result, the bill was rejected, a.n& 
the proposal never again appeared in Massachusetts. 
The second speech was in favor of railroads, which then 
were id. sunder stood and unappreciated. Mann saw clearly the 
future needs of the community and realised that the railroads 
could fill them - that they might even be called a civilizing 
influence. 
So Horace Mann worked on, active, conscientious, and 
painstaking. Serving on committees, urging resolutions, re¬ 
porting or opposing bills, championing causes. He proceeded 
steadily, wisely, and persistently. His fiery devotion to 
principle occasionally led him into extreme denunciations of 
men and of measures which violated his moral judgment. Not 
always did he distinguish between honest men holuing false 
views and traitors selling themselves against the interests of 
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the country. Aa a rule, Indeed, a man who stood for a cause 
which Horace Mann believed to be wrong he counted as his 
enemy. ^ 
His advocacy of an institution for the proper car© of the 
insane is an especially good Illustration of ills wise persis¬ 
tence in a good cause despite indifference and opposition. 
Horace l&nn was a life-long friend of Dr. Bamuel G. Howe, edu¬ 
cator of the blind, and of Dorothea Six, a pioneer in the human© 
treatment of the insane; he was thus particularly sympathetic 
with those who suffered great disadvantages through no fault of 
their own. Almost single—handed, Horace Mann secured a law 
establishing the State Lunatic Hospital at Worcester, the first 
in the United States.3 fhis was no easy tash* Interest In the 
whole matter was scarcely more than perfunctory. For two years 
a report had been before the legislature. Nothing definite was 
L 
done until the report came to the hands of Horace Mann, To 
arouse interest in the condition of the Insane, Horace Mann 
talked with various members of the House. Tirelessly he worked, 
writing letters, collecting statistics, presenting the facts. 
■:he insane were being lodged in jails and poorhouses, sometimes 
chained, often abused and underfed. Horace Mann pointed out 
that many of these people could be cured, If they received tne 
proper care. The necessary expense would not oe overwhelming. 
At first the members of the legislature had thought this 
project a piece of boyish enthusiasm. When it was made to seam 
a necessary aid to the unfortunate, however, these men were 
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forced to apologise for their attitude. So great was the 
speaker1 s skill in presenting his case that a measure was 
finally enacted. Thirty thousand dollars was placed at the 
• Vr • ' 
service of a commission to establish a hospital at Worcester. 
Horace Mann was made chairman of the commission. 
\s8aclate& with him in the fight for the state hospital 
were friends who had helped him in the enterprise. It is 
characteristic of Horace Mann that to them he always gave a 
large share of the credit for its success.'1 For he never 
worked for himself. His unselfishness was, indeed, throughout 
his life his most remarkable trait. It is no wonder that 
those who saw Horace Mann at this time remembered the radiance 
of his personality. The cause continued to hold his enthu¬ 
siasm. In his devotion to it, it se i as though he had re¬ 
gained life and joy and hope.^ He had found some nho were 
lees fortunate than himself. He could throw himself into the 
J 
work with all his energy and drive himself to exhaustion. He 
needed self-sacrifice. Here he could forget his own troubles 
in seeking the welfare of others.^ The hospital for the in- 
« 
sane was a victory for humanity* 
He are likely to think when we see a man playing so im¬ 
portant a part in public affairs that lie nas no troubles of 
his own. A man who can be so eager to correct the troubles 
of others, we say, has at least the advantages of fame and, 
probably, of private wealth. But we are often mistaken. Thus, 
at the very time that Horace nann was doing some of the most 
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important wox'k of ills career, he had assumed a debt for his 
brother-in-i&w, Calvin Fennell, who had married Horace Mann’s 
elder sister Rebecca in UU5. On the verge of financial ruin, 
Pennell had appealed for aid. Mann supplied him with money 
beyond the value of his own possessions. To economize, he hud 
to move into his law office and imke it his home also. There 
he lived for three years. He restricted his expenses In other 
ways, too. For six months lie w&s^ble to buy dinner only every 
second day. For two months afterward he was 00 ill from over- 
7 
work and lack of food that his friends feared for his life. 
But by these sacrifices he was finally able to pay ofi his 
generously assumed debt. 
Despite these serious px*ivate troubles, he was now working 
himself into a position fro® which he wlghtfofieotlvely for the 
greatest cause in ills career, American public *dao*tioa. In 
1233 Horace liana was elected to the State Senate as the mem¬ 
ber from Suffolk County- He was president in l&jS l£'i7* 
His influence on legislation was thus particularly great and 
his position among hie contemporaries high. ;e must now re¬ 
call that education was a great personal interest with Mann, 
for education had been the family calling. At the time James 
G. Carter was working for normal schools to train teamens 
and thus to improve instruction. As a result of this agita¬ 
tion and the work of other reformers, a Board of Education was 
established. The board was to investigate the condition of . 
the schools to discover how they could be Improved.. As presi- 
\ 
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dent of the Senate, Horace Kami signed the bill which estab¬ 
lished this board on April 20, (A copy of this im¬ 
portant bill is given in the Appendix.) 
Horace Hann supported the bill because he believed that 
the greatest victory for humanity was to be won in education. 
He believed in thorough and universal common education and 
Horace Mann on tne Ho strum, as Hresloent 
of the Massachusetts Senate 
felt that the Board of Education was the first great movement 
toward realizing such an ideal. He said, wEvery child should 
be educated* if not educated by its own father, the state should 
appoint a father to it. X would much sooner surrender a portion 
of the territory of the Commonwealth to an ambitious and aggres— 
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sive neighbor than I \*oul& surrender the mln&s of Its children 
to the dominion of ignorance.*9 
Edmund Dwight proposed that Horace Mann should be appoint¬ 
ed Secretary of the Board of Education. Great though Mann’s 
influence was, this suggestion was surprising, because James 
. V • ' . 
G. Garter was the logical candidate for the position, lor many 
veers he had been a teacher; he load worked with great persever¬ 
ance for the passage of the bill * Governor ^verett must 
therefore have been fully persuaded of Mann1 s seal and moral 
leadership to appoint him on June 29> 1^37* Xn preference to 
his competitor, even though Mann lacked equal scholastic ex¬ 
perience, Xn i*ecommending his candidate, Edmund Dwight must 
have realized that a person might be a scholar, a teacher, and 
- « 
an able writer on education, as James Cartel’ was, and yet lack 
tiie peculiar combination of qualities necessary for a success¬ 
ful Secretary to the Board. Since Horace Mann was not primar¬ 
ily a teacher, he would be able to consider every question from 
12 
a new point of view. The decision proved to be a wise one.-'- 
Once appointed, Horace Mann realised that the road before 
him would be difficult. Although his enthusiasm was great, he 
wondered whether he could perform the duties of his office. 
He was not sure that enthusiasm and determination would make 
up for his lack of talent and Information. He could foresee 
many obstacles, but his abiding faith In the lmprovsblllty of 
the human race convinced him that education could be the key 
to improvement and that he could use that key.1? 
He therefore devoted all his energies to his new responsi- 
• 87 - 
billty. He gave up his law practice; he resigned his place in 
the legislature; he neglected even the temperance society,^ 
e friend he wrote, 81 no longer write myself attorney, counsel¬ 
lor, or lawyer, - y law-books are for sale. My office is to let. 
The bar is no longer my forum. Ky jurisdiction is changed. X 
have abandoned jurisprudence, and betaken myself to the larger 
sphere of mind and morals* Having found the present generation 
r 
composed of materials almost unmalleable, I am about transfer¬ 
ring my efforts to the next. Men are ca.at-iron; but children 
are wax. Strength expended upon the latter may be effectual, 
which would make no impr o? >ion upon the former.^d. *.The Interests 
of a client are small, compared with the interests of the next 
generation. Met trie next gener&tion, then, o© my client • • • 
Bo let me look forward to the children of the next generation, 
rather than around to the Incorrigible men of this."1? 
2S - 
THE BECHETARY18 STRUGGLES 
- t . 
The letter In which Horace Mann accepted the Secretary¬ 
ship of the Board is printed in the Appendix; it is worth read¬ 
ing. VJithin a week of his accepting the office, he began to 
study the principles of education. The possibilities of the 
carpalgn opened before him. 
The first thing on the program was a series of visits 
throughout the state. Horace Mann led discussions of e&uca- 
tion at public meetings wherever a few interested people could 
be gathered together. In each of the fourteen counties of 
Massachusetts, Mann tried to organize conventions. In the be¬ 
ginning he met with little success and much discouragement. 
He often spoke to audiences in different parts of the state 
p 
for* twenty-five consecutive days.^- 
Llsten to Horace Mann as he tells in his own words of 
some of these meetings during the first few years of his ser¬ 
vice for education, ^hlxen I am about to present lay gospel of 
education in some new place, I feel as if I were standing in 
bad weather before the door of a house and vainly pulling the 
bell, with no one at home or all too busy to see me.3. . * To 
make an impression in Berkshire in regard to the schools is 
like attempting to batter down Gibraltar with one1 a fist. . . . 
My health fails, I may perish in the cause; but I will not 
abandon it, and will only increase ray efforts as it needs them 
more.^ ... I have hold of so large a mountain, there is much 
danger that I shall break my own back in trying to lift it.5 . 
Today, have had what must be called the convention In Ded- 
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ha — a meaner, spiritless, discouraging affair. A few 
present, and all who v/ere present chilled, — choked by their 
ns fewness. Surely, if the schoolmaster is abroad in this 
county, I should be glad. to meet him. So it is: but it must 
be otherwise; perhaps not In my day; but, while my day lasts, 
I will do something to have it otherwise?^ 
imr inn »m mu mu mu mu mu m» mrr uill lllll linf '111 
Mann advocating school improvements before 
local Committees throughout the State 
t 
When, in some towns, no preparations were made tor meetings, 
Mann and a companion had to prepare the schoolhouse themselves 
sweep, dust, build the fire, and arrange lighting if it was 
needed. 1 The attendance at some meetings was small, as we have 
seen, particularly if there were any other event scheduled for 
In Pittsfield no one arrived at the time the 
S 
the s&r&e time. 
meeting was called, i oat of those wno finally came were from 
other towns. ^ Jokingly the speaker remarked to a friend that 
one had only to announce a lecture on education to dispel an 
assembled mob*? 
But in spite of such discouragement, Horace M&nn could 
say, rtSurely, if I were not proof against slights, neglects, 
and mortifications, I should abandon this cause in despair. 
But it is this indifference which makes perseverance a virtue. 
Did 1 meet with universal encouragement and sympathy the work 
would be so delightful as to repay exertions as fast as they 
were made. It is these neglects that put me to the proof; 
and I will stand that proof.3*'' ... I am surprised to hear 
people express their surprise that I do not tire of this busi¬ 
ness. ihy should I tire of such a cause? If 1 meet with en¬ 
couragement, can any tiling be more congenial to my feelings 
than to contemplate the progress of so glorious a movement? 
on the other hand, obstacles are thrown in its way, what higher 
service can any one perform than to endeavor to remove them? 
Tlie more opposition, the more need of effort.3*3- ... I have 
been accustomed for years to yield precedence to every puppet- 
exhibition or hurdy-gurdy mendicant; but I always transmute 
♦ 
this discouragement into encouragement (or stimulus). If 
people are so indifferent to the highest of all earthly causes, 
it only shows how much we have yet to do; and if it is uo take 
a great while to do what must be done, then it is time we were 
about it; and if it is an arduous business, then our coats must 
go off, and we must address ourselves to the work with correc- 
i p 
ponding good will. Let ue convert despair into courage*<! 
The educational program which Mann conducted included 
many things besides public meetings. He saw to It that teach¬ 
ers were instructed by means of county institutes led by promi¬ 
nent educators; statistics were collected; and reports which 
attained international circulation were written. For ten years 
The Co up. on School J coirn&l was published twice each month and 
distributed throughout the state. It carried to the people 
Horace t&nn*s ideas and suggestions for necessary reforms. 
These ideas were presented In many interesting ways, of which 
the following is an « ole. 
**Vhy, neighbor Simple,* said Mr. Farsight, one bright 
morning9 when Mr. Dimple was mowing in a, lot, where trie gras# 
stood so thin that the spires looked lonesome, * why, neighbor 
Simple, you had a fine lot here with a strong soil, but your 
blades of grass are so far apart, that they might grow into 
hoop-roles and not crowd each other** * Y s s, * said Mr. simple, 
*I*ve been thinking I was almost, a fod, for I ought to have 
* Ik •- 
sowed a bushel of goad hay-seed upon this piece, but the truth 
is, I bought only a peck and so I scattered It about so much 
* 
the thinner, and now I see I have lost a ton of hay by it.1 
•Well,' said Mr. Farsight, •don't you think you were about as 
near a fool when you voted, last town meeting, against granting 
any more school money for sowing the seeds of knowledge in the 
minds of the children, as you were when you scattered a peck of 
hay-seed where you ought to have sowed a bushel? Now, remember 
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neighbor Simple, what I tell you; next year, wherever there 
is not grass in this lot, there*11 be weeds.* 
Specie! circulars were sent out so that information might 
be collected. Someone once asked Horace Mann why he didn*t 
visit the schools instead of sending; out so many questionnaires. 
He pointed out that it would take him about three years to see 
all the schools of the state. Within a. few months the Secre¬ 
tary knew more than anyone else had ever known about the Massa¬ 
chusetts schools. ^ 
lake, for example, what he learned about the rate at which 
teacherb were paid, and for how long a school terra. From th© 
returns he discovered that the average wage per month for man 
teachers, including board, was 525,44; for women teachers, in¬ 
cluding board, >11.^, Board then was valued at approximately 
2.50 per week for men and $1*50 per week for women, it this 
t 
rate the annual wage for a man would he Jig5.??' and for a 
woman 464.d6.15 Horace Mann found that the average length of 
16 
the school year* was six months and twenty-five days. 
Xn a survey of existing school "buildings he also lound 
many interesting things. "I have seen many schoolhouses,* ne 
wrote, "in central districts of rich and populous towns, where 
each seat connected with a desk, consisted only of an upright 
post or pedestal, jutting up out of the floor, the upper end 
of which was only about eighteen inches square, without side- 
arms or back-board; and some of them so high, that the feet of 
the children sought after the floor, in vain-Yet, on the 
hard top of these stumps, the masters and misses of the school 
must balance themselves, e.s well as they can, for sis aours In 
a day. ... I have good reason for remembering one of another 
closs of schoolhouses, which the scientific would probably call 
the sixth order of architecture — the wicker-work orde*, sum 
mer-houses for winter residence, - where there never was a 
severely cold day, without the ink*s freezing In the pens of 
the scholars while they were writing; and the teacher was lit¬ 
erally obliged to compromise between the sufferings of trios® 
who were exposed to the cold of the windows and those ex-posed 
to the heat of the fires, by not raising the thermometer of 
the latter above ninety degrees, until that of the former fell 
below thirty. A part of the children suffered the Arctic cola 
of Captains Ross and Parry, and a part, the torric neat of tne 
Landers, without, in either case, winning the honors of a dis¬ 
coverer. It was an excellent place for the teacher to illus¬ 
trate one of the facts in geography; for five steps would have 
carried hint through the five zones. • • • Just before my present 
circuit, I passed a sehoolhouse, the roof of which, on one side 
was trough-1Ike; and down towards the eaves there was a large 
hole- so that the whole operated like a tunnel to catch all the 
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rain and pour it into tne schoolroom* At first, I did not 
know, but it might be some apparatus designed to explain the 
deluge. I called and inquired of the mistress, if she and 
her little ones were not sometimes drowned out. She said she 
should be, except that the floor leaked as badly as the roof, 
and drained off the water***7 
In March, I63S, hdniund Dwight had contributed ten thousand 
dollars toward starting the normal schools to train good teach¬ 
ers for the public schools. The State contributed an equal 
amount.1® By 16y$ Cyrus Pierce of Nantucket had been chosen 
1 Q 
as principal of the hexington school for young ladies.^ On 
July 3, in the midst of a heavy downpour of rain, the first 
class of three pupils entered. By the end of the third year 
the enrolment had grown to forty-two. The second acnool, at 
Barre, was coeducational.20 The third normal school vm start¬ 
ed in September, loT-O, at Bridgwater.11 But for a number of 
reasons these normal schools were opposea. Borne people ±ell 
Miat chey would draw students away from the academies, which 
also trained teachers. Many teachers objected Decause they 
themselves ihd never attended such schools. Other people ob- 
» 
jocted 'because the schools did not teach religion, others Be¬ 
cause they were under Unitarian influence. Still others thought 
PP 
the schools unnecessary and therefore a needless expense. 
It is difficult for us now to realize the strength of this 
opposition. Secretly these enemies of progress worked to abol^ 
isn not only the normal schools but the Board oi Lducation it- 
self*"3 The Board was attacked, originally in a series of 
articles in the press, because there was {ox*, by others, bo¬ 
oh 
cause there was not) religious teaching in the schools. ~ 
In the legislature religious animosities sought disguise in 
politics. The Board "was represented as an organ of despotic 
authority opposed to the spirit of American institutions.":5 
There was for a time an attempt to transfer its powers and 
duties to the Governor and Council and to incorporate the 
o& 
duties of the Secretary with those of the Decretory of State's0 
\-lth the election of IC39, however, the state legislature 
changed, and the author of the movement against the Board was 
dropped from the governing body.2? 
In the end, not only normal schools but many other ad- 
vantages were secured for public education In Massachusetts* 
On I arch 2, 1C4-2 a resolution passed the House which granted 
six thousand dollars a year for three years to the normal 
schools and fifteen dollars to each district x or a scnool Ho¬ 
rary. Each district was to raise an equal sum for that pur- 
rose. This Tond for school libraries alone cost Horace harm 
* — ■ 1 •, 
five years* work. Hut he remembered what a library had meant 
to him in his youth, and he sought to give other young people 
pg 
a similar opportunity. 
Eany of Horace Mann1s personal friends ''ere curious to 
know the conditions under which the header in the campaign for 
good public education had to work; we who i»eaa of liis public 
roiie may also wish to know how he worked toenina f-iie scenes and 
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how he was paid* His was a hard, ungrateful task. He did 
all of his own writing and copying. He was allowed nothing 
for books, correspondence, postage, clerical help, or travel¬ 
ling expenses on the annual lecture tours.- Out of his fifteen 
hundred dollars a year he met not only these charges but of¬ 
fice rent, the cost of maps to the schools, the cost of extra 
29 
conventions and extra copies of annual reports. J He estimat¬ 
ed that the salary-would leave for his ordinary expenses about 
five hundred dollars a year.3° His own comment on this penury 
was gay, and rarely generous. Said he, *VJ©11, one thing is 
certain: if I live, and have health, T will be revenged on 
them; I will do them more than fifteen hundred dollars worth 
of good.M^ Yet, he continued, *If Hood had known mj case, he 
would have written the * 3ong of the Secretary* instead of the 
•Song of the Shirt.»»32 
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VICTORY 
Slovbly the opposition to public education diminished both 
In the legislature and In the state. The Secretary worked 
with pleasure where formerly there had been only hoce.^- Often 
Ms resolution, to be sure, still surpassed his strength, so 
9 
that he worked nervously and frequently could not sleep." Ho 
grew to be ashamed of Ms ill health, too; but he continued 
work beyond Ms strength? endurln- by sheer force of will. 
Kttev long, sustained effort, he paid the price for oyerexer- 
11 on * ho was forced to rest whether he 1 lived it or not. • nuraor— 
ously he wrote to a friend, "Before ray return, however, an 
unusual confluence of fatigues, anxieties, and efforts over¬ 
powered all ray strength; snd In that state some villainous 
tavern-keeper smuggled a little poisonous food into my port of 
* 
entry« which Immediately causeo. Infinite mlsciij.ef throughout 
the Internal economy of my kingdom.tt5 To another in a similar 
fashion he wrote, HI fear that my two great organs will exper¬ 
ience just the reverse of what they should uiiorr all my tor¬ 
ments; that is, that I shall have a hardening of the heart, and 
c 
a softening of the brain." 
But hie period of relaxation brought him riches of its 
own. When Horace Mann had first come from Dedham to Boston, 
he had boarded at the home of a Mrs. Clarice. Here he met the 
Peabody sisters: Kllzabeth, later active in kindergarten 
work; Sophia, later Id's. Nathaniel Hawthorne; and llary, later 
Irs. Horace Mann. To the Peabody sisters the new boarder was 
' a romantic figure; inevitably he aroused their sympathy by 
ins inconsolable grief over the recent death of his wife Char¬ 
lotte- In time he came to speak to them of his grief and to 
confide in them such measure of peace as he had found in his 
work for the children of Massachusetts. Mary soon began to 
fear that she loved Horace. But lest her affeecion snoulo. 
prove only a form of sympathy, not deep and enduring love, she 
decided to test it. ahe went away with an invalid sister for 
a year and a half. But it was in vain to doubt her love. She 
returned to Boston to keep her secret as best she could. 
Slowly in the next ten years the new affection developed. 
Horace felt and said that he could offer Mary only the shadow 
of a heart because his own was burled in tne grave with Char 
lotte.7 iet Mary accepted him. They were married on May 1, 
1S&3, and left for a European tour of six months. 
Everywhere Horace Mann was received with great, respect. 
The whlte-diaired gentleman and his wife visited many cities in 
England and on the Continent. Not always did he give his name, 
for he wished to visit unofficially-g He visited public schools 
and inspected institutions for the blind, deaf-mutes, orphans, 
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vagrants, and Juvenile offenders, noting everything which 
might be of value to hint or to public benefactors in his own 
country.9 Whenever Horace Mann visited the schools, he asked 
questions of noth trie teachers and the students- MIn sueakin# 
* *o 
with the director of the city schools here lianas tacit) about 
the regularity of at tendance, he said they did not know that 
there was any other way: the children were born with the innate 
idea cf going to sclicol. Our school registers and abstracts 
will show that our* children are very far from having any such 
instinct.-^. . . ;r@ also visited a poor-school |in Halle, , 
where the children behaved much, better than they dressed (I 
have seen schools, in some countries, where the children dressed 
much better than they behaved).*i3' 
In the schools of the German states, Kr. and Mrs. Karin 
spent approximately six weeks, visiting, talking with school 
officers and teachers by day, and examining educational litera¬ 
ture at night. Horace Harm estimated that of the schools rep¬ 
resenting eighteen or twenty million people in Prussia and 
Saxony, he saw as great a proportion as if he had visited Boston, 
hevhuryport, Lexington, Lew Bedford, Worcester, Northampton, and 
Springfield in Massachusetts.3^ 
Amidst all the visiting Horace Mann thought often of the 
school children at home. If his health had not demanded a 
change, he would have preferred remaining at his work for thea*3 
It was only for brief moments that Horace Mann could forget 
education. Even In York Cathedral he would say, nTo me the 
sight of one child educated to understand something of his 
Maker, and of that Taker’s work, is a fear more glorious spec¬ 
tacle than all the cathedrals which the art of man has ever 
reared.On seeing the I agdeburg fortlxications, he sale, 
*hfhat a height of honor, of excellence, and of happiness, might 
mankind have ine<i, if a thousandth, *or even & -iiilliunth, 
part of the wealth, and the time, and trie talent, ?aiu <>•:" 
energy, which have been expended for their oppression and de 
basement, had been spent wisely In improving their condition.m15 
l>he results of the European tour Horace Mann published in 
his Seventh Annual Report, the greatest of the twelve which he 
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wrote. He had seen many things which he admired. He sum¬ 
marized his findings and presented them to the public.1^ For 
example, he thought Prussian schools superior to others in 
Europe, and he did not hesitate to say so. There he never saw 
a teacher hear a lesson with a book in his hand. He never saw 
a teacher sitting, he never saw a child brought up for punish¬ 
ment or being punished or having recently been punished. The 
spirit of both teachers and pupils appealed to him. 
The Seventh Annual Report was not accepted with uniform 
gratitude. Indeed, it started a controversy between its author 
and certain Boston schoolmasters. They had never forgiven him 
his appointment as 'Secretary of the Board of Education, for he 
was not a professional teacher. These men were joined by 
authors and editors of classical schoolbooks, who felt that 
their interests were also threatened, for adopting Honww Mann* s 
ideas would mean new text boohs. 3-7 In the spring and summer of 
iphk gome of the schoolmasters appeared on programs to attack 
Horace Mann* s ideas- ^Remarks on the Seventh Annual Report of 
Honorable Horace .ann* was carefully prepared by four of the 
members of the thirty-one belonging to tn.e Boston Master* s 
Association.1^ The Secretary was accused of many things: of 
* 
trying to Prussianize the schools; of ignorance of education 
in general and of the Boston schools in particular* o± bearing 
false witness against the Massachusetts schools for the pur¬ 
pose of exaggerating his work as a reformer; of hasty conclu¬ 
sions from scanty observation*1? The rest of the attack ft 
criticism of Horace Hann*s educational principles find of hie 
42 - 
literary style. 
Hie object of this vigorous attack felt that he had been 
wounded in what should have been the house of friends. hur¬ 
riedly he wrote a * Reply* to the H Remarks. * It was not well 
dene; it w&b rather bitter and sarcastic than rational and con¬ 
ciliatory. lor ace Mann remembered too well a former struggle 
agr t a narrow sectarian spirit; and the present r f, though 
rt.rc/v' , was not entirely worthy of its author. ns lost patience* 
and merely attacked the Masters In his turn.21 The •Reply" was 
answered by a "Rejoinder* from the Masters In lS*Hj. Horace 
Karin*s •Answer* to the "hejoinder* was much better than his 
first defense: though it was still severe, it was more reason- 
22 
able." 
Horace Mann suffered mentally and physically in the con¬ 
flict. To his physician, Hr* Jarvis, he wrou©, * Can you do any¬ 
thing for a brain that has not slept for three weeks'/ I can 
feel a flame in the center of my cranium, biasing and fxaring 
around just as you see that of a pile of brush, burning on a 
distant heath in the wind. What can be done to extinguish 
it?*22 
The other results of the controversy, however, were good. 
Horace Mann retained the confidence of the public. 
The old Idea 
of the oerfection of the Boston schools was destroyed. The 
* pit 
Masters thereafter held positions only upon good behavior.- 
four of then wore removed within a short time of the crisis 
The schools were examined by leading men of the city 
ters had failed because they had resisted progress." 
The M&s- 
4e Horace 
Mann wrote to Ills friend George Combe, "Good will eventually 
come out of evil, in the old-fashioned way 
Indeed, good of many kinds appeared in increasing amount 
during the calms between storms. Horace Mann was now recog¬ 
nized £s an International authority on education. His li flusnce 
-•■■as felt and .As advice was nought by Americans and by Europeans. 
He was well known se a public speaker; his reports and the Com¬ 
mon School Journal were widely re ad.-*? By these methods he 
reached popular audiences. In order to be understood, he ex¬ 
pressed his ideas in many ways, multiplied hie arguments, used 
vivid illustrations to reach the minds and &he hearts of the 
people.*® His arguments were in the end overwhelming and unan¬ 
swerable • 
L 
The following argument, used so often since that time In 
favor of latpi’oved public $ducstiwii ws# one that norace •• -ann 
kept constantly before the citisenry of the state and nation in 
these p* (IS37 to 1S4S); that education coats less and pays 
better returns than any other public Investment whatever. 
Though it ’Jill require a long’ quotation, only a sample of this 
argument as It appeared in the Common School Journal can make 
Horace Mann's method clear: "Governmenta do not see the future 
criminal or pauper in the neglected child, and tberefoie they 
elt calmly by, until roused from their stupor by the cry of 
hunger or the spectacle of crime. Then they erect the alms¬ 
house, the prison, and the gibbet, to arrest or mitigate the 
evils which timely caution might have prevented. The courts and 
the ministers of Justice sit by until the petty delinquencies of 
44 
youth glare out In the enormities of adult crime; and then 
oom to the prison or the gallows tho nemles to soci¬ 
ety, who, under wise and well-applied influences, might have 
boon supports and ornaments to the social fabric, . . . The 
will deny, that, if one tithe of the- talent and culture which 
have been expended in legislative halls, in defining offences, 
and in devising and denouncing punishments for them; or of the 
study and knowledge which have been spent in Judicial courts, 
in trying and 1 *iminals; or of the eloquence and 
■> 
the piety which have preached repentance and the remission of 
oins to adult ,en rad. women, - had been consecrated to the in¬ 
struction and training of the young, the civilization of man¬ 
kind would have been a domed by virtues and charities and 
Christian graces to which it is now a stranger?*29 
#Thfr current expanses last year, for the education of all 
the children in the ttate between the ages of four and sixteen, 
was 1^, on an average, for each one. hooh into tho police 
courts of our cities in the morning, and especially on Monday 
morning, when the ghastly array oi orunhsrds is marched In for 
trial. A case may not occupy ten minutes; and yet the fine, 
costs, and expenses would educate two children, for a year, in 
our public schools, at the present rate, or one child at double 
the present rate. The expenses incurred in punishing the smal¬ 
lest theft that is committed exceed the present cost of educat¬ 
ing a child in our schools for a year. A knave who proposes to. 
obtain goods by faJLce pretences will hardly aim at making less 
than & thousand dollars by hie spec 
H 
n our t o vn-cie e t i ng 3, and In our Dehool~district -meetings, 
wealthy end substantial men oppose the prant of fifteen dollars 
for a school-library, and of thirty dollars for both library 
and apparatus; while at hast Point they spend fifty dollars In 
a simle lesion at tar^et-firlng; and the government keeps a 
iiuiidred horses, and grooms and blacksmiths to ft care of them, 
as an indispensable part of the apparatus of the academy. The 
,nails at our normal schools, who are preparing to become teach- 
. L,f Must ..lainlain themselves; the cadets at the academy receive 
,2G a month during the entire term, as a compensation for being 
educated at the public expense. Adding bounties and pensions 
to wages and rations, 1 suppose the cost of a common foot-sol¬ 
dier in the army cannot be less than a year. The average 
cost of female teachers for the public schools of Massachusetts 
K 
last year was only 13.60 a month. Inclusive of board, or at a 
rate which would give tl63.20 for the year; but the average 
length of the schools was but eight montir: J so that 6 cout of 
tuo common soldiers is nearly tnat of five issiale t . s* j— 
Arguments of this hind fortunately produced their result. 
Lore money was found for public education, and with improve¬ 
ments in equipment there appeared also some far more signifi¬ 
cant gains in spirit. During the ten years following the re¬ 
port of 13ho on achoolhouses, many changes for the better took 
place. For the buMing or repair of schoolhouses the sum raised 
by taxation was $2,200,000. Good schools became more common, 
education was honorable, sectarian education was no longer 
supreme. Within the buildings' greater harmony began to pre- 
vail. 
h 
t-Q — 
Corporal punislinent decreased. At one time Horace Mann 
himself noted that Injuries caused by violent beatings had 
actually required surgical operations to save life. In loJJ 
in Massachusetts between three and four hundred schools were 
annually closed on account of the Incompetence of the teachers 
or the insubordination of the scholars, is late as 1544 a sur¬ 
vey of a school of four hundred pupils showed an average of 
sixty-five whippings a day. 33 But in 1546, when the Boston 
1 controversy m* still fresh in the mind of the people, 
it was found, to their credit, that corporal punishment, at all 
eventa, had decreased eighty per cent in their schools. 
The hymn tells us that there ia no rest for the weary in 
t ,e battle of life. Certainly there was no rest for the Sec¬ 
retary of the Board, of Education. 
In the last contest which Horace harm fought in this per- 
1 : (1537-1445) his opponent was once more the spirit of sec¬ 
tarianism. His sympathy for the unfortunate was not fully 
understood by some of 
were often suspected 
the people, and las theological opinions 
of laxness by orthodox groups. The alarm 
W 
*7 
of such people was increased by the grains of a particularly 
liberal branch of the church. With the Introduction of Uni- 
, Ghurch OTganJ UoM hrd dtvtd ttorness. 
So f 'i&a this feelinp, carried t the Board of Miife&tf on it¬ 
self was regarded by a few of the older church groups as a 
secret scheme to spread the Unitarian doctrine through state 
influence f The normal schools, they feared, were to be taught 
by Unitarian sympathisers. It was well known also that the 
board and tlie Secretary were not opposed to the new doctrine. 
‘The Reverend Matthew Hale Smith, once a Hnlversalist, 
liter a strict Calvinist, took this opportunity to attack the 
Board of Education, be preached a. sermon, 4The Ark of --.rod. on 
a Hew Cart,n in which he considered the main deficiencies of 
society. He ended by attacking the plans and the work of .the 
Board, and of public education as administered by Horace Mann. ^ 
Again there was a battle of pamphlets. The Board was 
accused of attacking religion by putting the Bible out of the 
public school. Both the Board and Its Secretary were rebuked 
for attacking morality by discouraging the use of the rod in 
school. Common school libraries were condemned for offering 
* 
books which promoted heresy. 
Horace Mann answered all of the charges. He .ms firmly 
supported in this paper battle, for his work on behalf of the 
people and the children of the State was recognised and appre¬ 
ciated. The last wave of opposition died away. The c.M^e of 
education continued to progress, and victory M assured.» 
U may now return vitl. pleasure to a tor, less Intense 
Bide of Horace "arm1 a career - his life at home. After living 
in hoarding house & for twenty years, Horace Mann had built for 
himself and hi a family a house on Chestnut Street In Heat New¬ 
ton. 3 ^ In the late afternoon he could be seen climbing the 
e of the hill, a tall aaH| striking in appearance« Although 
hi8 hair was white, and although he van actually about fifty 
.ears old, he appeared younger. A stranger, passing Mm, would 
turn to look again. 
hrs. laa/i tall- of anotosr gracious aide of her husband’s 
personality. *?He had taken care of every one, Instead of al¬ 
lowing: himself tc be taten care of. The house had been fur¬ 
nished oy Ms taste, and he had had a special interest- In all 
its arrangements. hven the flower-beds knew his shaping hand, 
and it had trained the vines and rose-bushes over porch and 
summer-house. 37. . . His love of children was the only natural 
outlet for hie native hilarity; and this blessed resource was 
all that saved him when the outside world seemed bent upon 1 
harassing him. he never could turn his loch upon them: m 
had to defend him from their loving inroads, hunt them In his 
study, and pick them off his writing-desk, and out of the back 
of Ms chair, where they would be found perched. No play me 
so charming as that in which he partook. He did not know how 
to tell fairy-- - ~ MH I >r approve of t' , unless allegorical¬ 
ly beautiful; but he could bring the wonders of Nature within 
the compass of their admiring little souls. Zt camo to do 
TWffffflHlTl to ■ - r«to about taking turns l m hla Nlj and 
they leaned Mi • e occasions when lie laid dom Mm 
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In th« ofttiMought study. . . . f$ ! % 
1 * ’ tv; "or hi* *y& i svsr wanting, 
whether in Joy or sorrow. To cultivate the religious charac¬ 
ter of his children, irrespective of dogmas, was his aim, and 
he knew it could not be cultivated too early; but be so dretd- 
ed for them the gainful impressions stamped upon his own young 
heart, and ho was so sure that terror must be the first emotion 
excited by the knowledge of God, that It w'o long before he 
could consent that his eldest child should know of the exis¬ 
tence of a higher Power. ... It was the happiest of thoughts 
to him that his children could make God a ah r of their joys, 
and an object of personal affection and confidence.*3# 
For twelve years Horace Kann had served the Board of Kdu- 
cation and the people of Massachusetts. The campaign which he 
h&d conducted had been thoroughly successful. At the end of 
tills i eried all serious danger of a backward step had passed 
' away. The normal schools, the . ©here1 institutes, the comity 
associations, end the school-district libraries were firmly 
established. The common schools had made great progress in 
studiesi textbooks, methods of teaching, discipline, att oe, 
£nd spirit- Their future was assured.. 
Heedless to say, Horace Mann did not accomplish all of 
this improvement alone. He was supported by many teachers and 
educators. The people gained confidence in him and. did their 
Part. But it was mainly through his insight, uiedoii., self- 
denial, and courage that these things were achieved. Under his 
leadership the. battle was won.35 
* kskher or ?he rational imisumm 
While the educational reforms were making such groat 
progress under Horace Mann in Massachusetts, In the country 
at large the ever-present question of slavery was becoming an 
route issue* In Massachusetts particularly. the Abolitionists 
had been stirring ur the minds of the people, and public offi¬ 
cials In the Worth were not far behind. John Quincy Adams, .a 
frvr:\’cr president rf the United States, non Represent at tvs from 
the Th.rhth Congressional District, in Massachusetts, presented 
three extreme i nt1-slavery petitions In Congress: a petition 
-*hnt slavery he dincontinue cl in the District of Columbia; an¬ 
other petition that the union existing between the states be 
dissolved, because in some of them the fundamental provisions 
Of the Constitution were not being observed; a third: that 
certain nm-away slaves who had up to that time been restored 
i.o their owners should be set free. But in the spring of 184® f 
an he was winning an unwilling recognition for the principles 
be its defending. Adams was suddenly stricken with paralysis 
and died. 
Whom would the citizens of th ighth District of "uw- 
chusetts elect to tale the place of their most distinguished 
fellow citizen, John Quincy Adams? Despite his being already 
engaged i 
choice.^ 
he saw in 
iraportant educational service, Horace U&nn was their 
vt".nn, for his part, accepted the challenge because 
the new office another opportunity to strike a Mow 
for human freedom. Ke felt also that he needed a change of 
pupation. . So unremit' « been 1 1 B • >tion to the single 
cause of public education that he feared he might break down 
completely. Si also thought that some of his enemies within 
the State might cooperate more readily with a new Secretary 
of the Board of Education ;,ey could with him.2 
Mann1* resignation from the Secretaryship (which is 
quoted in the Appendix) did not go into effect at 'once; he con¬ 
tinued his worn until a successor could be elected, for that 
reason he could not for a time take a leading part in politi¬ 
cal discussions lest ne be accused of an improper use of the 
influence of hie office. For many years he ted avoided such 
a possibility. He felt tempered by the self-imposed restric¬ 
tion. but lie ahuereel to his principle of guarding the reputa¬ 
tion of his office.3 
At the time when Horace Kami finally did reach Congress, 
it and been controlled* off and on, for sixty years by the 
skillful representatives of the Southern slaveholders; and 
the exasperated resistance of Northern Congressmen had done 
little more for the past twenty years than keep the slavery 
controversy raringhr Congress (especially in those days) was 
co new and perplexing a field to Mann that he thought it neces¬ 
sary to spend a little tire in becoming acquainted with it be¬ 
fore he could trust himself to speak. In a letter to Charles 
Sumner ne wrote, l*Iou also know that I came into the class 
here v/ken t.ie other ; •. embers of it had read tns book half through; 
so that I tad tile back lessons all to make up.ft It is well that 
he did, for In addition to the labors of his new office and his 
duties as Secretary, he answered about thirty letters daily on 
subjects connected with education.5 
Congreve turned out to be not only unfamiliar ground, 
but uncongenial. Horace Mann had taken his seat in the House 
of Representatives on April 13, IBhft. Hie first speech, or, 
June 30th, was on the subject *8?every in the Territories," a 
great question in a stirring period of our history. On this 
and his other duties he —orbed steadily and strongly? but often 
ho -dr-hod hiuself back anting the boys and girls of the Maose- 
oimact4 f schools. He also thought, often of his wife and the 
children at hone. "This Is Tuesday," he wrote, "my black- 
f 
ch«lk day: for, on this day, I get no letter from home.11 w As 
for homf , it appears, "The light of the house went out when he 
left it. One little boy planted himself upon the hall-stairs 
every day, ?, month, to "wait for papa,1 and could hardily be 
torn from his post; and another would open the daguerrotyped 
blueness, and weep over it, Baying, ‘How beautiful he isJ* 
ro bo * little papas* to the new—born babe [Benjamin Hickman 
Ponrp was the r?r :t. prateful form of consolation; Rd 1 MTfc* 
1 
script to the boys |lorr ce r., four years;- 0eoi ®be 
one half years] in the daily letter home was s@X« 
com wanting. They were unwilling to see other people sit at 
big desk or in his special chair. . . . Hhen his absence be¬ 
lle , the children were told that be had gone to 
heir make the laws that would make people do right; and, as 
they had never known him to do wrong, he remained ever to them 
a near providence, stimulating every aspiration, and feeding 
their hunwer for knowledge and the means of knowledge."f 
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During Horace Mann*8 first Congressional session a diver¬ 
sion much to his liking appeared. He waa urged by Dr* How 
and Glmrles Sumner to undertake the defense In the trial of 
Drayton and Sayres. Their story is typical of the time. With 
northern money and the support of Northern Abolitionists, Cap¬ 
tain Daniel Drayton had chartered a boat owned by Captain 
Sayres* They went to Washington to help sons slaves escape to 
Philadelphia, one aturd&y night seventy-seven hegro mn$ 
. t ’ ' w • 
* or;:en, and children were placed on hoard the vessel, and early 
tunday morning they went down the Potomac Elver* They were 
driven by a severe storm Into Cornfield Harbor, l4f> miles from 
Washington. In the li&rbor the boat was boarded by thirty—five 
armed iion from a small steamboat. Drayton? Sayres, and one 
* 
other nan were arrested and taken to Washington to Jail. Key, 
the District attorney and a nan of Southern sympathies, found 
an old law of the Dtate of Maryland, will ch he said the defend¬ 
ants had violated. (Maryland lavs, unless they had been re¬ 
placed by special District lavs, vere still In force In the 
District of Columbia.) The act In question concerned the steal¬ 
ing or transporting of slaves and punishments for such offenses. 
The trial in the Criminal Court took place on July 6, 
Public feeling was aroused, and money ms raised by Northern 
sympathizers. 
Horace Mann had eighteen days In which to prepare his case. 
For twenty-one days of a Washington summer the legal battle 
went on. Inevitably, and in spite of all that Horace Jann and 
his colleagues could do, the case went against Drayton and 
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Sayres. Many people felt that Judge Crawford was unfair in 
his decisions. One of the prisoners escaped, on© was fined, 
and a third convicted. But the case came up again before the 
Appellate Court in November, and all the previous judgments 
were set aside. 
Finally the case came up a third time {in the following 
April) before the Circuit Court. Here Horace Mann, still law¬ 
yer for the defense, pointed out to the jury that under the 
instructions given by Judge Crawford in the court below, the 
colored population of the city had less protection than birds 
and fishes. He illustrated his argument by referring to a 
precedent in English common law, the source of most American 
law. Foxes which the British noblemen had shipped from the 
Pyrenees across the Channel to England (as the slaves had been 
taken from Africa to America) could not be taken so long as 
i 
they were in the noblemen1© parks. To take one from a park 
was to commit larceny. But If one of them escaped and recov¬ 
ered his liberty, he could not be the subject of theft In the 
legal sense: having escaped, he belonged to no one. Thus, as 
Mann allowed, Judge Crawford* s law treated Megroes worse than 
English common law treated foxes. 
At this point, the grim seriousness of the trial was re¬ 
lieved by a bit of humor. While Mann was presenting tills argu¬ 
ment, the District Attorney, Key, composed a rhyme to the 
speaker. It read thus: 
*To illustrate the point he#s making. 
In larceny there must be 1 taking,1 
A fox, he says, cannot b© stolen, 
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Be he young, or be he an old *un. 
Pursuing hound, says he, 1 s mistaken, 
At least so far as to th* tTakin,.#w 
How Key vras in no position to poke fun at the defense* 
He had made himself famous for having found more than three 
hundred and forty bills of indictment against the three prison¬ 
ers who had abducted the slaves. For each of these bills lie 
received a fee of ten dollars. When the lines were slipped to 
aim, he therefore turned over the scrap of paper and composed 
the following acid reply: 
11 Fox-hunting abroad, and slave—hunting indoors, 
I beg leave to suggest, do not run on all fours. 
Foxes do not catch foxes;—brute natures have 
bounds,— 
But Mr. District Attorney, outbound!ng the 
hounds, 
Hunts men, women and children—his pockets to 
fill,— ^ ^ 
On Three hundred indictmente, at ien Dollars a 
Bill.* 
In the new trial, the defendants were saved from the pen!' 
tentlary, hut each was fined $10,000. They remained in jail 
because they could not pay the fines. Nearly four years later 
they were pardoned by President Fillmore.® 
When he returned to the next session of Congress, Horace 
Harm earnestly resumed his difficult legislative labors, en¬ 
thusiastic and alert. He was always heard with profound re¬ 
spect and attention. Although he severely denounced the pol¬ 
icies of the slaveholders, they listened, for he gave them ar- 
guiaents and not abuse. 
But his being in Washington opened other opportunities to 
him as well, and he was quick to profit by them. Men from all 
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over the United States consulted him on educational prob¬ 
lems. 5 He attended lectures and concerts. But he was still 
oveinfhelmed by the amount of work which needed to be done - 
some of it work of a kind that he had not previously paid 
much heed to. "The world,8 he observed, "needs educating up 
to the enjoyment of the pleasures which are strewn around them. 
3o much beauty e;i±sts unknown and unperceived! So it is with 
truth; so it is with affection.10. . . Every day of my life 
impresses the conviction upon Lie more and more, how important 
is the early direction given to the sentiments as well as to 
the intellect.11. . . We live a hurried and confused life here. 
So much labor to be performed, and such short days to work in; 
such mighty events to control and regulate, and so little of 
public spirit aJid Intelligence to direct them I Life is quick¬ 
ened to an almost unconscious whirl. One thing alone makes it 
tolerable to me, - the possibility of doing something to favor 
the right or to check the wrong. 
At no time was Mann a political extremist; he objected to 
slavery on moral grounds, but he was wise enough uo avoid rash 
measures. He was thus not an. Abolitionist; neither was he a 
member of the Free 3oll Party. In merely partisan quescions 
he was only mildly Interested. He worked consistently to se¬ 
cure the best laws that he thought attainable at the time and 
under the circumstances. heedless to say, he acI-l under the 
condemnation of the Abolitionists, who were the most extreme 
of violent extremists.^ 
But he would have nothing to do with compromises that he 
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considered weak or the result of mere political expediency. 
On the seventh of March, IS50, Daniel Webster delivered a 
famous speech in which he urged the North to compromise with 
the South on the question of slavery. He made this proposal, 
he implied, not from want of anti-slavery principle, but in 
* -V . v, 
defense of a higher principle. He believed that the Union 
could be preserved only by suGh an action. He thought that 
the separation of North and South — which now seemed inevit¬ 
able - could be at least postponed. He may also have thought 
that his placing the Interests of the whole country before the 
interests of his section might help Mm to gain public favor 
so that he might gain the presidency. 
But this Seventli of March speech proposing the Compromise 
of I&50 raised a great storm of opposition from Ms own region. 
Massachusetts felt that he ted betrayed the North to gain a few 
votes. Horace Mann, expressing the judgment of Massachusetts 
(indeed, of all Hew England), attacked Webster courteously but 
severely. At first Webster tried to ignore this unexpected 
criticism. Such displeasure was entirely new to him. Hurt 
and angry, he retaliated; and the fight began in earnest. 
As the Compromise Bill was being debated in the Senate, 
President Taylor died. He was succeeded by President Fillmore, 
and Daniel Webster became. Secretary of State. It was also time 
for the election of a Massachusetts delegate to the House of 
Hepresentatives. Needless to say, Daniel Webster had control 
of the patronage of New England and did not favor the reelection 
of Horace M&nn.^^ A Webster follower was nominated, for the 
obedient tshigs refused to renominate Mann. Mearly all the 
Whig newspapers opposed him. ^5 
Although Horace Mann had not Intended to become a candi¬ 
date for a Congressional election again, the state of affairs 
made him feel that he should continue at his post.3*6 Coming 
out as an independent candidate, he made his appeal directly 
to the people. Although for some time he had thought that 
debater1s influence might px^ove too great, he was reelected 
by a handsome majority.^-7 
But soon Horace Mann was to feel the wrath of the Aboli¬ 
tionists in hi a own state. On Thursday, January 27, 1&53> 
endell Phillips spoke before the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery 
Society, criticising certain people who were not so ardent in 
the cause as members of the Society. Horace Mann1s name was 
mentioned in this public attack. Mann wrote to the Liberator, 
the notorious Abolitionist newspaper, protesting against the 
language which Phillips had used, neither man cuuid discuss 
such a question in a calm manner or omit peraonadities. urns 
another long controversy began. 
Step by step and charge by charge Horace Mann defended 
« 
himself. In one letter he found his adversary guilty of 
seventy-five misstatements. Phillips had revived some old 
charges which had been brought against Horace Mann when he was 
Secretary of the Board of Education. Letters xlew back and 
forth, some less masterful and more biased than others. Af¬ 
fected by the inflamed state of public feeling, the two men 
discussed the vital question of slavery and its implications 
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in heated language. Neither man was at his best 
But the controversy had a still worse effect. It gradu¬ 
ally drove Mann from his moderate, nonpartisan position into 
one of the extremes he had previously avoided with such care* 
Angered by the Abolitionists, he joined the Free Boil Party. 
On September 15, 1353, the Free Boil Party nominated Horace 
Mann for trover nor of Massachusetts. When the returns came in* 
he stood at the bottom of the poll. His own comment was phrased 
in political catchwords of the day: ttEuia and proslavery have 
done it.s^9 
This defeat closed the least happy and least productive 
phase of Mann*s career - his well-meant but unwise excursion 
into politics. Fortunately an opportunity for a service much 
better suited to his talents had already appeared. It might 
almost have been a warning to him to leave politics of his own 
1. , , " - z - - V .. . 1 S, 
free will before the state of public feeling should force him 
to retire. For on the same day that Horace Mann received the 
nomination of the Free Soil Party, he was chosen president of 
the newly established Antioch College at Yellow Springs* Ohio. 
— 6o — 
The Towers of Antioch College 
AhTXOCH colics 
Antioch College w* s founded by a group of people Mho 
called themselves the Christian Union, They prof ©sped to be 
non-aeotari&n, ol&iiaed to have no other creed than the Bible* 
They intended to he C}*ristl&fi8 after the manner of the first 
Christians in the city of Antioch. Hence the name of the 
college.^ 
The educational dream of these people was well suited to 
an eal to the liberal and the idealist in a person like Horace 
Parm, but their practical judgment must often have seemed to 
Ido at least questionable. There was no doubt about the gen¬ 
erosity of their intentions. 
Tot only was the new college non—sectarian* it w&s also 
coeducational and open to all races. This unstinted cordial** 
ity particularly interested Horace Kanin he could warmly 
second these policies. To these principles he would, however, 
add others of his own. Science, art,' music, health, and the 
instruction of teachers — a. greater variety of objects than 
the Christian Union had envisaged •* were to have places in the 
program. And out of his years of educational experience, Pann 
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was prepared to re comend certain general policies looking 
toward a right spirit in the institution. There \fas to be 
no system of honors or prizes. A hunger for knowledge and 
self-improvement was to be the motive for studying* But 
there were from the outset some formidable practical diffi¬ 
culties. The efforts of two prominent members of the Chris¬ 
tian Union, Judge William Kills and Reverend John Phillips, 
h ueceeded in locating the college at Yellow Springe, Ohio. 
Whatever may be said of the natural advantages of this site, 
the eor.iunity was not one in which a non-sectarian spirit 
would be encouraged, for the people of that part of Ohio, 
were, like the people of Horace Mann1s youth in Massachu¬ 
setts, ardent Calvinists. Neither the Christians nor Horace 
Mann accepted Calvinism.3 And there wore difficulties of an¬ 
other sort* Antioch College was to be built at a cost far 
exceeding the money at hand and, unhappily, far beyond reas¬ 
onable expectation of future funds. Enthusiasm and faith 
aime carried the bail hex* a on in the new enterprise, and en¬ 
thusiasm and faith are not always prudent in practical affairs. 
Money was raised by discounting notes and by soliciting pri¬ 
vate pledges. All debts were to be settled after the college 
had started to function, but the records which were indispen¬ 
sable to any such settlement were not kept I Another scheme 
for raising money was tlx© sale of perpetual scholarships at 
one hundred d.ollars ea,ch. (For some of these loans notes 
were given, but not for all.) One scholarship would cover 
the annual tuition of one student forever.5 since It was not 
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expected that all of the scholarships would he in use In.any 
one year, it was hoped that there would always he four or five 
times as many scholarships available In a, given year as there 
would be scholars. In practice, however, there were fewer 
scholarships and more needy scholars than anyone had foreseen^ 
Worst of all, Mann at first knew nothing; of these precarious 
measures. As president he was to be the public representative 
of the institution; administrative and financial matters were 
to be taken care of by a, superinteji&ent J 
Early In September, 1^53, more hopeful than informed of 
the new work, Horace -Mann and his family left Mew England for 
the Jest. pThe new hone was gilded with a halo of hope, — 
hope of usefulness and successful exertion. The poetry of the 
broad prairies, which to other hearts spoke only of desolation, 
as to his exalted state of mind, as he passed over them, free— 
don,—freedom from ail that fettered or darkened the human 
soul through the agency of men. ... He had been an eminently 
practical man; but his dreams had always stood before him. 
As for the man himself, he was now fifty-six years old, a 
tall, straight, thin, gentleman with a clean face, white 
hair, gold—rimmed spectacles, bl&c^ clothes, and firm, c|ulck 
motions.^ 
The first objects to be seen es one approached Antioch 
College were the modestly imposing brick towers. But closer 
inspection belled the first impression, nothing was in readi¬ 
ness. There were no fireplaces or stoves. There were neither 
9 
shelves nor books in the library. There were no blackboards, 
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no desks, no recitation rooms* There being no drinking water 
on the place, for a year it had to be brought in pitchers from 
a well a quarter of a mile distant. Only recently had the 
land been cleared, and stumps still cluttered the very thresh¬ 
old of the college. No one stood ready to receive the hew 
president, except a nephew, Calvin 8. Pennell, who had arrived 
t.ree days before. As Horace Harm said, wSupposing creation 
had lately issued out of cliaos, it might be about as late in 
the week as Wednesday 1*3.0 
Better acquaintance proved no more reassuring. nEe could 
not prevent the Ohio pigs from walking through the dining¬ 
room, as there were no fences around the college-buildings, no 
doors to the hall, and no appointed homes for the animals. 
ater stood over shoes between the main college-building and 
the dining-hall. * *, so deep that boards floated on it. One 
clay a professor (a lady) was arrested, on her entrance to the 
hail, by a hog of unusual dimensions, which had made Me 
i 
watery bed where a doorstep should have oeen. She lodged at 
it in dismay a moment, and then, being light ox toot, tripped 
over it as if it had been a bridge, and sprang over a board 
which had been inserted where the door should have been hung, 
the board having been placed there by some friendly hand to 
prevent the intrusion of living bridges.u 
Despite these and other difficulties, the college hung 
BctMkI' RE * - £ / *<s 
out its shingle and prepared to accept its first clients. 
The day of inauguration was set for the fifth of October. 
More than three thousand people gathered for the dedication 
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of the college. Intrance examinations were established, and 
on the following day the applicants appeared.1^ The examina¬ 
tions were held in the lining-hall, and over the dining tables 
the cook and the professor rtheld divided empire 
The requirements for admission were strict. Selection 
was based on moral rather than Intellectual qualifications, 
for the president thought that only he who was good should be 
colled to be wise, -h closed the doors to those whose charac¬ 
ters seemed to offer an insufficient guarantee for the future}**’ 
Of the applicants - old and young, married arid single, some 
ministers who had given up their parishes to study at Antioch - 
eight were found to be qualified, with some conditions, to 
enter the f re sixain class. The others dropped back into the 
preparatory school.^5 . . • 
For several months conditions within the buildings were 
not much better than conditions outside. The buildings were 
only partly finished. In some of the rooms the plaster was 
not completely dry; as a result, teachers and students suf- 
V 
fered from colds. Since there was no house for the president, * 
he and his family lived in a local boarding hall. Maim him— 
self took his meals in the students1 dining hall. 
It is well that he did. Manners were crude in this raw 
democracy of the Middle best. It was necessary to make a rule 
that the students sit at table half an hour. It was difficult, 
» 
on account of their iiexperience, to Introduce table-napkins}? 
and difficult on account of prevailing standards to secure a 
change of plates from the management of the dining hall when 
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dessert was to be served. 
The college was now under way; but the Presidents prob¬ 
lems, so far from ceasing, continued to arise in discouraging 
number and perplexity. They emerged at Antioch, as they gen¬ 
erally do Is educational Institutions, in an inevitable order: 
practical problems first, then problems of instruction, then 
problems of principle. 
Within a short time it was evident that there were two 
serious weaknesses in the organization of the college: a 
strained financial, condition and a divided authority* For 
lack of money, a sufficient number of teachers could not be 
employed. Later, salaries had to be reduced and lees able 
teachers secured. Horace Mann did not touch his own salary 
for a year and a Irol'f • Lore Irritating still were the ef¬ 
fects of divided authority. The superintendent had many of 
the responsibilities vai M logically belonged to the presi¬ 
dent .20 It was, for example, because of a change in plan oh 
the part of the superintendent that the stoves were delayed. 
Par mere serious, teachers were selected without the know¬ 
ledge of the president.^2 It is no wo tine r that soui f©ackers 
could not adapt themselves to the places for milch they were 
hired. Jealousies arose among others. 
It was no doubt a relief to Horace Mann to turn to the 
problems of education itself. The instruction wxilch n© 
signed for Antioch College was a combination of the drill of 
West Point and the conscience of the normal schools of Massa¬ 
chusetts. 24 Physiology and hygiene appeared In a college 
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course for the first time, and the sciences and history re¬ 
ceived a prominent place.'^5 fhe President*a niece, Rebecca 
oC. 
Fennell, taught mathematics.° Antioch was made a sort of 
normal school by the introduction of courses on the theory and 
practice of teaching. Horace Mann himself taught political 
economy, intellectual philosophy, moral philosophy, and natu¬ 
ral theology. 
Horace Mann introduced several other innovations into his 
a 
methods of instruction. He established a system of optional 
courses. He gave preference to •oral instruction*5 (lectures) 
over teaching fron boohs. One of his hobbies was the cultiva¬ 
tion of speech.5^ But his greatest innovation - one perpetu¬ 
ally new - was the si irit he put into instruction. Of his 
teaching one of his pupils said, *A man might as well hope to 
dwell near the sun unmoved as not to glow when brought to feel 
his fervid love of truth and heartfelt seal in its quest. The 
fresh delight of childhood seemed miraculously prolonged through 
out his life: truth never palled upon his mind; the world never 
wore s sickly light. *nd this cheerful spirit, which *#as at 
bottom nothing but the most living faith in Clod and man, was 
so contagious, that indifference, misanthropy * despair of at¬ 
taining truth, gave way before it, or were transformed into a 
* 
hearty enthu s 1 a sm.112 ? 
, \ • ■ ■ ,-s. v • ' > i .o*- 
Horace Mann ejected the rl£jbt! spirit In the students, too. 
Every student entering Antioch pledged his nonox* to obey t*.e 
rules of the college. And on the whole they kept their word. 
?he students were associated in a sort of mutual self-govern* 
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raent. The oldest members took, the younger oxaos In charge*^ 
A regime of trust and mildness was substituted for the re¬ 
pression common in many of the schools of the time. Authority 
% 
\;&s reinforced by sympathy, by pex*su&sioo, by the influence of 
the conscientiousness of the i resident.-^1 11 He appealed to the 
common sense of some, to the moral sense of others• Some who 
me into the classroom ragged, and pleading poverty, lie ridi¬ 
cules, assuring them that the money saved would at least pay 
IT iterating .t-sleeve or t lie shirt-bosom. Some he 
• V 
pleaded with as fathers do with their erring children. But 
tL.eeo admonitions were all private; for he always avoided 
destroying self-respect by public fault-finding-, if possible. ff3^ 
But to carry a whole institution on your spiritual shoul¬ 
ders is a great strain. Toward the end of the first year the 
strain and' anxiety overcame Horace Haim for a short time, and 
he collapsecx. For so^e days he had to give up his duties; but 
his iron resolution finally so roused him that he was able to 
continue until vacation came. His friends, convinced that 
drastic measures should uq taken to remove the main cause of 
strain, refused to advance money or supplies until thd super¬ 
intendent was dismissed. As this man had great influence, he 
was able to pass His dissatisfaction on to his successors, and 
the trouble was not wholly removed; out at least his successors 
were less powerful than tne retiring superintendent and could 
do less harm. ^3 
But now problems of principle began to arise. Unexpectedly 
Horace ^ann discovered that ills college was now so thoroughly 
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non-sectarian as he could have wished* His liberalism had 
already caused the members of the Christian Union some anxiety-?^ 
They were honest but narrow-minded, and no doubt he worried 
them fully as much as they disturbed him. They felt that the 
j 
college was being taken out of their hands and that their 
y' • 
ideal for it would be lost. Particularly they distrusted 
opinions stamped as Unitarian and Eastern. The difference of 
opinion were not merely theoretical. Some of the professors . 
who had been antagonistic to the President had been removed* 
One of them wrote a pamphlet denouncing the institution, the 
faculty, and the President. The loyal members fortunately 
rallied, issued a rejoinder, and thus ended the controversy^ 
Many atiil feared, however, that hiring ha stern teachers and 
accenting Kastorn financial contributions would lead in the end 
to a loss of Western control. 
But the essential strength and goodness of the leader pre¬ 
vailed. Horace Mann iiad an intense personal interest in uis 
students. »I think the moulding of youthful minds and manners 
* # _ 
is tiie noblest work that iaan or angels could do; and I ought 
to be content to fill even a subordinate sphere in such work?® 
. . . i am working in faith. I don’t * 
suits, or even shall see them; but I think that causes must 
produce effects, «a* so strive to put the causes In motion. 
I know that such things as X try to say to the young would have 
influenced me when I was young; and so 1 hope they may not all 
fall upon stony ground."3' 
The office door was open to everyone. All of the students 
felt free to bring their cares to the hrevident. Everybody 
cane to Mm, no matter how trivial the request* Hundreds of 
applications were made every week. The President spent much 
tire with the students privately, and consumed hours In reason- 
. v ; ’ . 
ing with them. His patience was measureless; his enthusiasm 
was boundless. Me felt responsible for the health, purity, and 
improvement of everyone under his care.3° He strenuously con¬ 
demned the use of liquor and tobacco, and under his influence 
student* • oir habits to conform to his ideals.39 
Despite Horace Mann•s humble doubts about the effective- 
ness of hie influence, the moral tone of his little community 
V; 3 admirable. Motous conduct was discouraged. The ideal of 
student responsibility grew from a theory into a fact. Soon 
the upper classes came to stand In the relation ox eluer 
brothers and sisters to the lower clascar-.. a® Mann felt 
increasingly strong in his young battalions* Ha grew confi¬ 
dently to expect them to be their own police. n a tutor in 
charge of the mcnfs dormitory was exchanged for a lady teacher 
who could not undertake the tutor1s dormitory duty, the seniors 
insisted tha t they could take care of the, building without 
supervision. And they did. At any hour of the day or night ♦ 
the rresident or visitors could feel confident that a walk 
through the hall would reveal no disorder o£ any kind.40 And 
these conditions were steadily maintained - at the cost, of 
t 
course, of steady effort. The effort was mainly the dili¬ 
gence and perseverance of Kann. He was untiringly alert. Stu¬ 
dents were firmly dismissed for persistent lying, Intemperance, 
recklessness, or irresponsibility.14'1 Soon the college ranked 
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f:;!' higher In moral tone than the community it sell • ^ 
It became at length a very good place in which to live, 
a friend Horace dann wrote, *0n the east side of our grounds, 
and immediately adjoining them, is a farm of four hundred acres, 
with garden, vineyard, and orchard of twenty or thirty in addi¬ 
tion. v>n tue noruh—west, Judge hills has a large flower and 
fruit garcen. in tr-• south-west, a hundred and fifty rods from 
°nr doors, a Frenckran raises choice fruits for market. Not 
: • 0 "or two years has lost an apple or peach or grape. 
. . . Our dormitory, nearly filled with male students, lias no 
tutor or proctor or overseer. In study-hours, it is as quiet 
a, your house. h .u/a no rowdyism, no drinking of intoxiaa- 
tfu.L; liquors, no gambling or card-playing; and we have nearly 
Lucceeded, no^withstanding the inveteracy of these habits in 
the Jest, in exorcising profanity and tobacco.41 '^3 
To another friend at about luxe same time he wrote, #We 
t 
i sad through t. le last term, and are more than half through 
the present; and I have not had occasion to make a single entry 
- any uio&emeanor in or record-books, - not a case for any 
serious OJL s c ip line. 
"There is no rowdyism in the village, no nocturnal rambles 
» 
making the night 1 ideous. All is quiet, peaceful; and the 
women of the village feel the presence cf cur students, when 
met in the streets in the evening, to be a protection rather 
than an exposure**^ 
The last victory for humanity at Antioch was won against 
racial discrimination - bound to cause serious trouble in any 
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Institution lo cat eel near the Mason and Dixon line on the eve 
of the Civil »l&r« 
r;o student was refused admittance to the institution be~ 
cause of his color* In only two instances did the firm faith 
in this principle result in a loss of scholars to the college* 
T.:ie fairier of one young; man from Delaware professed to he op— 
to .oo 'rry. fat hen he learned that his son was attend¬ 
ing classes with Negroes, he ordered’him to leave the college. 
tub yeung run in hie Meantime had discovered that the two young 
ladies in question were good students and highly respected by 
their classmates. le dared not disobey his parent, however> 
nd left with regret, Again, a wealthy gentleman, President of 
She Board of Trustees, had a daughter who was about to enter 
the preparatcry school. In order, as he thought, to protect 
his daughter free:: o..T rrassnent, the f&thex* ordered the steward 
of the college not to renew the entrance tickets of the r 
girls. The cte 3 3 . ‘effused tc . is high-handed- 
order without a /ote of :he Teaching Commit to#, of which Horace 
L 
I hum v/hs a ie-ber. The vote was not forthcoming, the gentle- 
L.ii: resigned h 10 office and his interest in the institution, 
l»g 
t-XiC his daughter v/au sent elsewhere. ^ Principles are some¬ 
times costly things. 
LAST YEARS 
!'e now enter* the inspiring but melanoholy period in which 
Horace Kann paid trie supreme price for his principles. It was 
a tine in which tfc- /.ttle was, if anythin:;, son -severe than 
ever, and the leader, if anything, obliged to fight with smaller 
• V ■ f 
forces. Determination, new almost a second and higher nature, 
and lun hnhiturJL seal for the cause, carried Karin on; but It was 
clear tlrt he. r.ura so or fall. The old enemies, poverty and mis- 
maiv^gerent by the hoard, and the religious prejudices of the 
foundera, were At ill maoncuerea. The unsound finanelnr: of the 
college made a crisis inevitable. The Trustees could find no 
■*+r.y of meeting the debt*.. Agents who went out collecting funds 
■at and in the best could net gather enough.^ A hard 
struggle was developing. 
oven though he knew that his strength was failing under 
cicr.l and mental strain, the President ororhod on.^ But 
1 ; new that this battle would bo among his last. °T!iere is 
one gloomy idea that haunt3 my mind, and it is one which can 
find no remedy or hope. I feel every day more and more keenly 
that I must soon retire from the field of action, while at the 
0one time ry zeal grows and grows to continue the contest with 
* 
evil. T love t] e good causes more than ever; more than ever I 
•want to fight for them: and the most painful idee connected 
with death is that I must be at most a looker-on, and cannot 
be a participator.*3 
Some iff y had to be found out of the financial crisis# Xn 
July, 1^57, Antioch College ms reorganised. The property was 
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mortgaged in return for ready money with which to pay debts. 
The schoXerahip system .was abolished as unsound. It was de¬ 
cided that there must also he changes in personnel. Horace 
Horn said in a letter, w111 the professors, including your 
humble servant, were decapitated by the old Board. The new 
Vr - 
one, however, did replace the president's head before the 
" , * - * > 
and nerves had become wholly cold and lifeless; so that, 
with care, they may stick together once more.tt^ 
Hot there woe little outward change. Two discordant mem¬ 
bers of the faculty were removed. The Board of Trustees and 
others subscribed six thousand dollars to help carry on the 
school; tuition face and other resources were counted on to 
Take up another part of the deficit.5 But there was still an 
acute need for money. Since coming to the college, Mann had 
not received enough noney from the Institution to pay the ex- 
ptMMfif of hi* family. Yet whan the next crisis nroscp, in 
ItBS, he mortgaged his own house In West Newton (Massao.hu- 
.• 
setts) and appealed to His friends for money to carry on the 
college. This e*icrpency measure was too late to be of lasting 
h«lpj but it shows what sacrifices Mann would make in the hope 
of keeping' the college running smoothly. 
» 
Kis preatly overtaxed physical strength continued to fail. 
He bad to refuse Invitations to lectures *1 must seek to re¬ 
cover ny health; X am worn out, Abolished, by hard labor! X 
era a white slave who cannot look, alas I for any abolition of 
bit m3 every. 
Added to the financial difficulties of the college was the 
\ 
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religious storm, which continued unabated. Xn the early days of 
Antioch, nor&ce *a.un, a*1b wife, and niece had joined the Chris¬ 
tian dAlieni. ana **ad taken an active part in onurch affairs. 
.x adually radical difiex’enees ax*ose within uha group, and at 
len^tn there a. great church quarrel. This situation could 
net cat he very painful co nor ace Mann; ami although the danger 
of disorganisation was averted* bitterness remained. ^ He con— 
xocsed has discouragement. HI occupy my present position at 
tiroai personal anc. social sacrifice. Released from this, I 
can earn, aurliig hires months in the year, at least a thousand 
collars ac re than my salary, and nave the other nine months to 
,,jself. I am here an exile from all the personal friends of 
youth aim life, ^nd deprived of almost all those abundant 
nouns of literary aun scientific delight, milch until four 
. >. 
years ago, constituted so import ant a part of my legitimate 
and laudable enjoyments. . . . When 1 came 1 soon found that 1 
\u,l ixver among a more sectarian people in my life than no in¬ 
considerable number of these were. 10* * * you speak well about 
a olc.ss of men not competent to nave the direction of a potato- 
* 
patch. . . . There are souls so small, that, if a million of 
them were sprinkled on the polished surface of a diamond, they 
would Sot make it 4 • 
bhere was good reason for discouragement * The original 
board was simply Incapable of running such an institution, 
tn April 2$, li»59, Antioch College was sold at Cincinnati, 
Ohio, for Tr0,£0G. ft was turned over to a i?close’* (that is, 
secret) board, who prepared articles of incorporation* in June 
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a full board of trustees was appointed xmder a new charter. 
By this legal step the college was freed from hopeless debts. 
President Mann and his faculty were given a controlling in- 
IP 
terest in the administration of the college. Tuition was 
raised, and a better system of finance set up.^3 At last the 
college was so organised that it could face the fixture with 
confidence. 
But for Horace Mann, the last busy commencement had come. 
,.v ^ ... • - 
The absence of two of the professors threw the whole care of 
the graduating class upon the President. Everyone needed help; 
everything must be supervised. In addition to these cares, his 
three sons were most inopportunely ill and also required eon- 
In¬ 
stant care and attention. 
The commencement program began at seven in the morning and 
lasted for twelve hours. Early that morning Horace Mann eat 
down to finish a hastily prepared Baccalaureate Address. After 
weary days and restless nights, on the verge of exhaustion, he 
had but one more public appearance to make. After the college 
dinner there was a great reception at the President’s house. 
It was a double celebration, for not oaly was a senior class 
graduating, but the college, after the struggle of the past 
three months, seemed also about to commence a new life.^5 
The next day, nearly speechless with fatigue, Horace k&nn 
had to attend an Important committee taeeting. mis meeting 
dragged out for two days. It was too much for Horace Mann, 
and his intimate associates knew it. He escaped the paralysis 
s-. - -' . gf 
which was feared, but a raging fever overcame him. Now there 
* ■ J ; * V 
wus no douot about hie giving ay ala v#ork; but ovea after the 
strain voo poae, he was too tired to rebt. bleep was impose- 
idle.16 
At first taero m no thought at uc&hx. It was clear that 
l. _e ovei’wsrn system ue-.anaed siloaoe, rest, and relaxation; yet 
; v brain rc^luod iu.U.usely active. The weather was extremely 
... i. dOia ary, .aid the battle was clearly going against the old 
soldier, boon no could scarcely eat or di»ink. For several 
;ka -ie bought, atop, by step, regrettii^; the time he was losing 
Iro.-t • rorl-, rone-iiaL enginet being a prisoner in his apartoontl? 
c 'tms urged *c resign chi care, even of himself; but he tried 
in vain to obey* 
. ii-iaily a flasu of lightning pain passed over him. btill, 
diougii libs body qguxq. suffer no longer, nis brain remained 
i 
active for two days. Ail Ms former life passed in review be- 
* ore-Mu; nothing of significance could now be added, to it.de 
ii wits evening before tne last day> &?• iulte ©ame from «i«“ 
clnn&ti. He told Km. i*ann that her husband had approximately 
tveivj hours to live- rthover mind# “ see sale, »*e wii., toll 
iiia in the morning-*19 
W..&n aoraoe flans at length learned that he had but three 
ft, ha sent for Ms students and friends. Horace, the 
eldest son, was in the hast, but all tue rest were soon at Ms 
house. s« apoka earnest!/, to some separately, to others in 
groups. For two hours he talked, advising- his young friends, 
closing Ms remarks to each one with a cold out firm grasp of 
the hand. Remembering the absent ones, «e sent messages of 
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affection.20 
Noon CcW. Nearly exhausted, Horace Mann rested. For 
nr hem silent, his face calra and pale. The 
breath prev weaker. Faintly the voice said, nHow I will bid 
yon goodnight.# Thus on the second of August, 1$59* died 
Horace Hrmn. 
& 
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CONCLUSION 
. t 
It was difficult to got used to the absence of Horace 
Hauu. Altliougu ho vaa not an original tkinder iu education, 
his name had cone to bo associated (as it kae always beai since) 
v.-itxi all aoaern educational reforms-, To kin lias been attributed 
the theater development of graded schools and high schools, the 
gradual disappearance of district schools and academies, the 
first hoop-ltd. lor %h& care of tkc iuaanc, the cugcocl Of thS 
.-ivuiL schools* and the iuproveiiont of uethode of teaOhi g»* 
Untiringly he ui.VG Liu.seIf to the work. It was througn Inna 
people iJbre convinced of the need for universal 001 >*-'-on 
school education. 
Antioch Loraoe .uiu attempted to accomplish tnreu in— 
possible things: the adLiniatration of a college with divided 
authority, the operation of a bankrupt college during a period 
o£ gooa ana panic, and the maintenance of a non-sectarian 
school under sectarian control.2 In spite of these handicaps, 
lx brought together into one organisation many of the advanced 
.(Kjaa 0f the cay - euphaais on health and physical exercise, 
mu idea of elective courses, the introduction ox natural 
sciences and hygiene, teacher-training courses, coeducation, 
the encouragement of student responsibility for conduct, defi¬ 
ance of raciafuiscrluinatlcn. opposition to religious aectarl- 
aiiismJ Antioch was Horace Mann Incorporated, and in the con¬ 
tinuance of the college hie ideals went on.4 
In concluding our study of Horace Mann, we can ask our¬ 
selves no more pertinent question than this; how was he able 
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to make so deep a mark on the educational history of his nation? 
We must observe, in the first place, that much credit for 
the far-reaching achievement of Horace Mann belongs to Mary 
Peabody Mann. Her courage, like his own, never failed. When 
Horace Mann’s burdens had become almost too much to bear, she 
had come into Ms life and relieved Mm of part of the load.*^ 
She entered fully into his Interests, encouraging Mm in what¬ 
ever he did.® They were very happy together.^ But the work 
in the world was, of course, still mainly his. 
To bodily weakness - a lifelong handicap - he never 
v. 
yielded. He had a frail constitution to begin with, and he 
underlined what health he had by excessive early labors on the 
farm, concentrated study, and general overwork throughout his 
life. The habit of overexertion, becoming fixed upon him in 
youth by necessity, continued with him until death - nay, caused 
his death. But we are not Justified in concluding that he 
neglected his duty toward his own health. Considering his 
physical powers, his responsibilities, and his accomplishments, 
it is evident that he developed great skill In taking care 
of himself. Otherwise he would not have worn so long and 
* 
A 
could not Have done so muck. 
Far more important, Horace Mann lived by principle. Like 
all people who live by principle, he had a very modest esti¬ 
mate of himself. He measured himself by the standards he wished 
to attain, not by comparison with other people. - Such a man is 
- bound to be a lonely figure. By nature he was too earnest to 
be intimately friendly with many people. To those who shared 
- go - 
his love of humanity op his moral insight, he was instantly 
attracted. 9 But he was (in the Biblical sense) no "respecter 
of persons'?; when virtue or right was assailed, he immediate¬ 
ly took up the defense, no matter who opposed him. And action 
came with the speed and intensity of a lightning stroke.1® 
Yet we must admit that he had the defects of his qual¬ 
ities. If Horace Mann had possessed a keener sense of humor, 
he might have been less unpleasantly intense. He would have 
seen with greater toleration many ideas and persons which, 
as it was, disturbed him and needlessly consumed Ms time and 
energies. He would not have become involved in so many con¬ 
troversies, and therefore would never have penned some pages 
of indignant scolding which might well have been left in the 
ink bottle. Yet we should not wish him to have paid for 
patience and amiability at the expense of his seal; he would 
then have been less effective - and he would not have been 
11 Horace Mann. 
For like any leader of men he made his greatest cpntri- 
but Ion by attaining to. a noble personal philosophy and by 
living it out daily in the sight of all men. This philosophy 
he s^rnnariscd in his last address to a graduating class at 
Antioch College. He said: #While, to a certain extent, you 
are to live for yourselves in this life, to a greater extent 
you are to live for others. Great boons, such as can only be 
won by great labors, are to be securbu; great evi^.s are to oe 
vanquished. Nothing today prevents this earth from being a 
paradise but error and sin. These errors, these sins, you 
- SI - 
must assail. The disabilities of poverty; the pains of disease; 
the enervations and folly of fashionable life; the crowded. 
vices of cities, thicker than their Inhabitants; the retinue 
of calamities that cone through Ignorance; the physical and 
moral havoc of war; the woes of intemperance; the wickedness of 
oppression, whether of the body or of the soul; the dodlessness 
. V, 
and Christlessness of bigotry, - these are the hosts against 
which a war of exteruination is to be waged, and you are to be 
the warriors, haver shrink, never retreat, because of danger: 
go into the strife with your epaulettes on. . . . 
t*Be ashamed to die until you have won some victory for 
humanity. 
The conviction that these principles can and must be taught 
to every generation of men was Horace Mann1s greatest contribu¬ 
tion to education. 
rue Horace Mann Statue, State House grounds, 
Boston, Massachusetts 
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APPENDIX 
XWiaUttXVK ACT CBKATXMC THE HAS3ACHUBETT3 
BOARD OF BWJCATIOH 
1^37 
Chap* CGXLX* 
An Act Relating to Common Schools* 
BH it enacted by the ’senate and House of Representatives, in 
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, 
as follows* 
isi;n. 1. Hla Excellency the Coveraar with the advice and 
conrent of the Council, is hereby authorized to appoint eight 
persons, who together "ith the governor and lieutenant gover¬ 
nor ox off lolls, shall constitute and be denominated the 
hoard of Education; &iv the per sons, so appointed shall hold 
their offices, f--r the? term of eight years* provided, the 
first • arson ted in said board shall go out of office at the 
end of one year, t e ] erson next named, shall go out of office 
t 
at the end of two years, and so of the remaining members, one 
retiring each year and in the order in which they are named, 
till tine whole board be Ranged, and the governor with the 
advice and consent of the council as aforesaid, shall fill all 
_ ” , ' ’ y 
vacancies In .said board, which say occur from death, resigna¬ 
tion or otherwise* 
3SC. 2. The board of education, shall prepare and ley be¬ 
fore the legislature in a printed form on or before the second 
Wednesday of January annually, an abstract of the school re¬ 
turns received by the secretary of the Oosssoimealth, and the 
~ 93 - 
said board of education, may appoint their osm secretary, 
who shall receive u reasonable compensation for his services 
not exceeding; one thousand dollars per annum, and who shall 
under the direction of the board collect Information of the 
actual conditio** efficiency of the common schools and 
other '-..leans of popular education; and diffuse as widely as 
pon -vil-le throughout every part of the Commonwealth, Informa¬ 
tion of the most ajn roved and successful aethode of arranging 
the studies and conducting the education of the young, to the 
end taat all ehiEIrexx in this CkimBonunslth, who depend upon 
coiiimon schools f e instruction, may have the beat education 
which those schools can be made to Impart * 
SEC* 3* 9n board of education annually, shall stake a 
detailed report to the legislature of all its doings, with 
sue) oI>eerv6tionc, as their experience and reflection may 
suggest upon the condition and efficiency of our system of 
popular oduc -tlon, and the most practicable means of improv¬ 
ing and ext ending it* 
SEC. 4. For the salary of the secretary of the board of 
education, rrovlded for In the second section of this act, the 
governor is author!zcd t-o tlrsw his warrants irom time to time, 
as the sane may bo required. 
Approved by the Oovernor, April 20, 1SJ7* 
Lm'm or Aflo&WAMCs; of skchstahxseif 
Boston June JOth, 1837* 
To His Honor George Hull & the 
Kcv. Parson Gavis. 
Gentlemen, 
1 received yonr cotsssunloatloh last evening, 
Informing ne that I had been elects their Secretary by the 
Board of Education. I accept the Office with gratitude, 
Into, at the same tire, with such a consciousness of &y 
adequacy, as Inspires me with the most strenuous desire that 
the lor.rd will Ive ae their constant guidance & cooperation 
In the discharge of Its duties. 
Be pleased, Gentlemen, to meX# known to the Board, my 
sincere adaoaXo-. ?aenta for tills testimonial ox ta*olx f<“* ■■"** # 
a to accept for them 41 for your eel Ye a the assurance of mj > ■ 
re 8 cat A estec i, iri 11 ' Horace Mann 
His Honor 3eo. Hull ft the Hot. Emerson Davis./loo-tee. 
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LOTER OF RESIGNATION FROM SECRETARYSHIP 
Washington, D.C. May 30th, 1S4&* 
fo Hla Excellency 
Governor Briggs. 
Chairman of the Board of Education. 
• ■ . t 
De&r 01rt 
By the By-laws of the Board of Education, 
Its next annual met in will be held at the Council Chamber 
In Boston, on Heduesd&y, the Jlat Inst*, eomeneing at 10 
ol’k i. Prom tills meeting, I aspect to be unavoidably 
detained; But T have left the Record-book of the Board, & 
the files Its - apers in the hands of the Hon. Wa» B. 
Calhoun. Secretary of tate, to be delivered to the Board 
at Its meeting. 
vlie ensuing will be the Twelfth kmmal Meeting of the 
Board, it or oh of it a preceding meetings, X have had the 
clo&auro tc e<. present; at each, X have had the honor to be 
' 
elected as Secretary of this Honorable Body. For these 
successive reelect ions, I fed it to be Impose!ole suffi¬ 
ciently to xpre33 ay gratitude; for they have conferred upon 
ae the only office I ever coveted, A I ve placed me in direct 
4 active relation to the only object c it ion l have ever 
had,—1the well-being of all the people, thro1 the instru¬ 
mentality of education. To have had an opportunity to labor 
in this cause, thro1 such a series of years, I regard as the 
happiness of my life; & tho1 this happiness has not been 
- $6 ~ 
without Itc trials, yet I am sure that the pain of the tx*ials 
will pass away, wIJLle the remembrance of the joy will survive 
and abide- X +juA Ion; eheriElxed the hope* that, either In a 
public or a ..> capacity, X -slight remain In tala field of 
labor duriih, th*.e residue ox ray life; but since the last meet¬ 
ing of the hoax'* ^ircuiastances ixave intervened, which will, 
. nrtlally tea;:, orally at least, divert me from this Ira- 
•* 
mediate work* y iamds may be taken from it; but not my 
heart* tty direct efforts my be withdrawn from it; but my 
interest In iv •'.• a ne*ar be alienated, Among benevolent ob¬ 
jects, it l ci t-h-i • >st oe no volant; amotif? noble pursuits. It is 
the noblest; a. .oiv, objects of ambition, I regard it as the 
highest. 
is yroront esi; absents, botmvttr, in another sphere, will 
render it 1 impossible for me to perform all the duties of the 
::ocretaryeniv>, Jn*o1 the ensuing year, I must decline a re— 
L 
©lection; I bet: you to eosmunicate thia, ray Intention, to 
the Board. *■ 
In (iiouolvliit; «y official relationship with a body of 
(jontleJon, un> w vhoa & with whoa, I have so long labored, in 
jjtrlvii'iK to sfeCitf# <> to advance the dsiuvi. interest of t.i© 
call, I cannot take ay leave without assuring them of my 
gratitude to- their long-continued kindness & support; nor 
without xpressing tiie eom’i t hops, that they will be en¬ 
abled, under ti*e ble.ulngs of Divine Providence, to carry for¬ 
ward a work which, bo far, has not been prosecuted without 
soae reward for past labors, & some encouragement for con- 
>» 
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tinned xertionr. 
Md to you, Sir, in an especial manner, do I feel 
myseXi under obligations; because, amid all the duties 4b 
the dignities of your official position, you have ever been 
mindful of the great truth, that the highest of all duties 
the moat xcltec; of t 11 disunities, consists in ransoming 
our fdlovbelng^ fro- the degradation of Ignorance & vice, 
l in securing the universal spread & the triuapfaa&t ascend¬ 
ency of intelligence I virtue. 
* ith deep sentiments of respect for yourself, a your 
col league s or the card, I am, dear Sir, very truly yours 
& their friend & servant. 
Horace Karr, 
iecy* of the Ed. of Education. 
# 
to- • 
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